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This paper attempts to understand the re-development of sociology
in the People's Republic of China since .197 9 as an attempt: to
institutionalize sociology as an academic discipline. It seeks to locate
the background to, and characteristics of, the development of the
discipline. The practical needs of the society and the changed attitude
towards the state ideology are found to be significant factors for the
re-emergence3 and institutionalization, of the discipline. And its
character is influenced by its context. It is social problem oriented
and it has to define its boundary with historical materialism. At the
same time, other sociological traditions make their impacts felt. The
sociological tradition that was developed before it was totally rejected
will sure leave its imprint in the new sociology although its form may
not be the same as before. These orientations and traditions will be
selected, rejected, accommodated and assimilated within the boundaries
of the discipline as it matures in the future. The fact remains that
we are still witnessing the initial stage of the institutionalization
of a Chinese sociology— a stage when it is still constantly
developing and changing.
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To people who cares about the fate of sociology in China, or,
put in other words, the possibility of a systematic study of the Chinese
society by the Chinese, the date in 1.97 9 when the reestablishment of
the discipline was announced arouses intimate concern. This paper
attempts to understand, with that concern, the redevelopment of
sociology as an academic discipline in the People's Republic of China
since that date.
E. Shils described the elements of institutionalization that
gave the coherent outlook of a discipline with these words: An
intellectual discipline exists when a number of persons believe
themselves to possess an identity defined by the common subject of
their intellectual activity, when many or all of the problems which
they study are raised by or derived from the tradition, i.e. the. body
of literature and oral interpretation produced by those who regard
themselves as practitioners of the discipline. An intellectual
discipline is an academic discipline when it is taught, discussed, and
investigated in academic institutions which bear the name of the
discipline or something akin to it, and when its members publish work
in organs bearing the name of the discipline. A discipline has an
intellectual and social structure. (1)
The university, research institute, academic journals and etc
give the discipline a social structure that it can be identified. And
a high degree of institutionalization of an intellectual activity
entails its teaching and investigation within the regulated, scheduled,
and systematically administered organisation... (which) regulates
access... allocates facilities, opportunities, and rewards for perfor¬
mance.... It also entails acquisition of resources... (and) provision
for the diffusion of the results of the activity beyond the boundaries
of the institution... (2) However, it should be noted that the
origin of an intellectual product or tradition may not always be found
in the academic institutions. Indeed, it was outside the established
and deeply entrenched European university system that we found the
sprout of sociology. Weber taught sociology only during the last years
of his life. Durkheim could organise a group of followers around
himself due. more to his own personal character than because of the
university. Actually, it was towards this goal that the founding
fathers of sociology directed their efforts: that sociology as a new
comer would be accepted as a member of the world of well-established
and prestigeous disciplines of the university. Thus the import of
institutionalization lies not in its ability to breed innovation or to
make the extraordinary, but in its being a basis of continuity, conso¬
lidation, mu11ip1ication and diffusion.
If all those elements and processes tell only the possibility
of establishment of the discipline and its spread, Shils also talked
of a 'tradition1 that defined the content of the intellectual endea¬
vour what kinds of problems were legitimated problems worth study¬
ing and in what form; and that the tradition gave an identity to the
people who claimed to be a practitioner of the discipline. It is
this tradition which gives the coherent outlook of an intellectual
discipline, distincts it from neighbouring disciplines, and directs
sentiment towards it. However, the problem is well known that in
sociology, there is not a single, accepted-by-all, tradition. Or it
can be said that the sociological tradition is the 'traditions' of
sociology.
There is a point in this heterogeneity of the sociological
traditions. At the initial stage of institutionalization, sociology
was involved in a constant effort to seperate itself rom various other
disciplines and intellectual traditions- like philosophy, social
reformism, critical journalism, and political analysis, etc.- with
whom the sociological enterprise shared its many areas of concern.
Sociology developed its identity and its internal boundaries, however
fragile, by attaining some distinctiveness from other parts of the
broader intellectual tradition of self-examination and self-inquiry
that developed in Europe in the wake of the Reformation and the Enlight¬
enment, and by extending the critical approach to the basic phenomena
of human and social existence. (3) The emphasis on the scientific
and systematic character of sociology can be seen as an effort amongst
others to demonstrate the worth of sociology as a seperate and inde¬
pendent discipline. But the outcome was that a completely seperate
identity was not attained and an ambivalent and problematic relation¬
ship with these other disciplines was maintained. This instability is
reinforced by the ambivalence about the sociologist's self-identity—
e.g. the tension between the role, of a social engineer and a social
critic. Thus the initial institutionalization resulted in a pattern
charac. terized by a c 1 ose re 1 ation with other in te 1 lectua 1 tr adi tions,
t h e mu 1t i p 1 e s t: a r ting p o i n t. s an cl c omp on en t s of s o c i o .1 o g i c a 1 an a 1 y s i s,
and the multiple intellectual role orientations of sociologist, by
internal tensions and orientations to external disciplines(4)
And this pattern shapes many of the aspects of the development
of sociology subsequently— e.g. the constant involvement into mcta-
problems of sociological analysis, its relative high level of discon¬
tinuity of development, and the many sectarian debates and tensions
within socio1ogy. The import of this instability is that when socio¬
logy mixes with different elements, or when it is situated in different
intellectual and ideological currents facing different patterns of
social demands, its character has to be redefined. These provide us
the hints to look at the development of Sociology in China. It should
be said that the hints are heuristic rather than schematic. 1 do not
aim at testing some hypotheses or confirming certain theory. Efforts
are made to understand the pattern of institutionalization since 1979,
the different traditions that may be found within the institutional
framework, and how they are being selected, accommodated and assimila¬
ted. Or, in the process of our analysis, we may find that the different
traditions just exist side by side, due to the fact that sociology is
still in its initial stage of development.
After analysing in detail the experiences of sociology in
China up to the 70's•— how institutional sociology became oblivion
and a different form of social analysis came into being— S.L. Wong
ended his study with these words: The embryonic blueprint has
5already been drafted by some Chinese intellectuals during the Hundred
Flowers Movement. Though it has been shelved, the plan may still be
acted upon in the future as the debate is only suspended and not
resolved. The case for sociology as a speciality and vocation is quite.
a strong one. But social research performed by generalists in a
collective manner may not be simply a passing, phenomenon. Though
industrialization may cause a convergence in needs and functions,
institutional- forms need not be the same... In all_ probability,
sociology will grow in importance in tomorroi,'s China. But what form
it will assume is Still an open question (5) I want to begin where
these words end. The f irsL chapter will concentrate on the efforts
that give the institutional elements to this discipline. Chapter II.
and III will look at how different forces are shaping the character of
sociology in China-- first by examining hocT the practitioners of
sociology define its character,, then by analysing what have been
accomplished by them as found in the literati-ire. And finally a
conclusion is made in chanter IV.
CHAPTER I
THE MAKING OF INSTITUTIONAL ELEMENTS FOR THE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE OF
SOCIOLOGY 1979- 1984
The more urgent task to the Chinese sociologists in the making
of the discipline can be found in their perception of the difficulty
facing them. To carry out researches into the reality of Chinese
situation that may lead to the understanding and solving of the many
social problems that are in the way of the four modernisations (which
is a mission assigned to the discipline), the discipline should have
enough personnels, both in terms of number and competence, to do the
job. But it was almost thirty years by 1979 that virtually no activity
in the name of sociology, except those practices called Maoist socia.l
research, was carried out in China. The recruitment of personnels,
training them for carrying out sociological researches, giving them
institutional backing and providing them with kinds of facilitating
resources— these were the urgent tasks facing the makers of the
discipline. Professor Fei even relegated the issue of defining the
proper boundary of the discipline to a later date and adopted a policy
of taking up areas that are not yet included in other more specialised
disciplines. And then he reminded his audience that among the current
difficulties, the lacking in researchers is a major one.(l) He also
produced a recipe of major elements in the making of this discipline.
Five organs are said to be necessary: i. academic association; ii.
research institute; iii. teaching department in university or college;
iv. library and resource centre; v. academic journal.(2) A lot has
been accomplished indeed in these short period of six years from 1979.
V.Te will trace their development to see the institutional arrangement
for sociology in China.
The Background
The remaking of sociology should be understood against a
background of vividly reviving social sciences when the fall of the
'gang of four' or the end of the Cultural Revolution in 1976 paved
ground, and the urge, for an ever-more stable political and social
climate in the People's Republic. Two slogans were championed during
and after the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Party(CCP) in December 1978. The two slogans said:
to emancipate the mind and practice is the only criterion for
testing truth. (3) And it was during the Third Plenum that saw the
victory of the 'practice' faction over the 'whateverist' factioi )• (4)
And ever since, we saw the determined po1icy of 'continuing the
revolution' in terms of modernisation, or enhancement of the level of
productivity of the country. Class struggle was no longer the
principal contracdiction facing the country, although no one should
deny its existence altogether.(5) Reforms in various areas and a more
open door policy convince the observers that the People's Republic has
entered into a period of determined reconstruction, and that her
leaders have been much more realistic than those in the late 50's and
60' s.
However, the optimism is not unreserved. During these few
years of realistic policies and liberation of thoughts, retroactive
tendencies and conservative measures were not uncommon: the urge to
uphold the 'four basic principles', the ban of the 'democracy wall',
the criticism of some literary works, and the anti-spiritual pollution
campaign, and so on. Perhaps there are still opposing factions in the
government that Deng Xiaoping and the 'practice' faction have to make
some concessions.(6) Or perhaps the emancipation of mind has been going
too far out of control that has aroused the suspicion of a Communist
Party that its position is being challenged. The underlying power
struggle that determined the ebbs and tides we witnessed in the poli¬
tical arena is perhaps too intricate to be reported here. Suffice it
to say that despite the twists and turns of policies, the climate is,
generally speaking, favourable to wider and deeper discussions and
expressions of opinions, given that they would not be too radical. Even
with Marxism, there were several large, conferences encouraging scholars
to investigate.(7) The humanism in Marx's thought had also aroused
intense and open discussions from 1983 to early 1984 although the
discussions had been 'officially' closed in the anti-spiritual pollution
campaign. The point is that since 1976, a much more lively academic
community has been encouraged together with the advocation of the slogans
of emancipating the mind and seeking truth from facts.
The revival of the social sciences is also evident, although
their growth has not been as vigorous as in the humanities like
historiography and literature. The underdevelopment of the field
since the Cultural Revolution was also recognised inside China, and
9the reason was attributed as an outgrowth of the 'gang of four'. (8)
Ca is from high officials since 1976, that soci .a l scientists should go
Lick into studies, researches and investigations, and that developing
social science is contributive to the modernisatioiz of the country, can
he heard from time to time. The words by Deng Xiaoping seemed authentic:
!t tudies in political science, law, sociology, and international politics,
were neglected in the past years. It is now the time to hurry for some
supplementary lessons.(9)
The first major institutional step seemed to he the expansion
of a Department of Philosophy and Social Science to be tine Chi nest
Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) constituting various institutes of
thsocial sciences and humanities. The founding took place in 7 May
1977.(10) The Department was formerly a section in the Chinese Academy
of Science(CAS). Now the CAS is responsible only for the. development
of the natural sciences in China. The CASS becomes an independent
and national-level. official ordanisatior.1 churCDoec. the function of
supervising and coordinating researches and studies in the social
sciences and humanities both internally and internationally. And
organisationally, it has formal. ties with the Stale Couoc il.. Together
with over 1000 of China's finest scholars under- its panoply, the
Academy is the single most important organisation of social sciences
and humanities in China. Efforts were then made to build up the field.
In 1978 the Academy held a four day conference to discuss development
plans of the various institutes. (11) Meanwhile conferences for the
individual disciplines were held to draw up plans of Oiree to eight
years, and a master plan concerning their overall development for 23
10
years leading up to the. year 2000 seemed to have been drawn up too. (12)
The Initial Impulse to Re-make a Discipline
It was in this Lively and high-spirited atmosphere that some
60 sociologists trained before the 50's met in Beijing in :March 1979,
to discuss the revival of sociology. Talks of reviving the discipline
must have been underway prior to that date but not much is known. (1.3)
It did not seem that unreserved optimism was found among the old
sociologists before this first national meeting was held. During the
meeting the president of C_ASS Hu Quiaomu (who was also a member of the
Secretariat of the Central Committee of the CCP) made a speech that had
both the functions of le gi_timatiri: the reestablishment of the discipline
and reassuring the confidences of the old sociologists who had suffered
for that name. (14) Coing out of the meeting was the Chinese Socio-
logical Research Associa tion (CSP.A, which was renamed the Chinese
Sociological Association in 1982), and plan was si.Iggesteci to set up
an Institute of Sociology in . the CASS, twhiich wc.was materialised the next
year.
And in that same year-1.979, during December, a team of socio-
logists from the University of Pittsburgh in USA, including the Chinese
sociologist Professor C.K. Yang, and Professor B. Holzer and
Professor J. Nehnevajza, was received by the vice premier of the
People's Republic Yao Yilin. This was actually the first time in
thirty years that foreign sociologists were received, and indeed by the
leader of the party and country. While Yao expressed his support
11
and encouragement to the scholarly communications and exchanges
between the two countries, he also pointed out the importance of
sociology, and that to develop sociology in China it had to be
integrated with the reality of the Chinese situation and be contributive
to the policy of the country. (15)
These were the initial legitimating gestures that prepared for
the re-development of sociology. To these invitations to build the
discipline, there did not seem to be many systematic oppositions. (1.6)
On the other hand, response first came from Shanghai. Enthusiasts
published several articles in the newspapers as early as September
1979, to prepare for the public acceptance of the discipline. (17)
Interested students were organised to conduct survey related to social
welfare in the Luxiang Street Neighborhood in Shanghai during that
summer. (18) Meanwhile the Shanghai Sociological Association was
founded. Then in 1980, the first. undergraduate class of sociology
was admitted into the newly founded Sociology Department in Fudan
University Branch (Shanghai). And in :1.981 the first publicly
distributed journal of sociology was issued by that Department. Shang-
hai thus becomes and remains one of the major centres of sociological
development since its reinstitution in 1979. (19) Other vigorous
responses and development of the discipline followed in other parts of
the country especially in Beijing, Tienjin, Guangzhou and Wuhan. We
will be looking at development in these centres as a whole in a moment.
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Training in a Hurry
To get started, it was necessary to train personnels in a
short span of time that might. satisfy the urgent need in the initial
stage of development. There was still a cohort of old sociologists,
albeit a small one, trained in the 30's or 40's in Britain, America,
or the missionary colleges in China. Although they were the first to
respond to the idea of reestablishment, and in fact had contributed to
that effort, they could not be relied upon entirely to carry on the
task of re-institution. This is partly because of their small number,
their advanced age, their outdated knowledge, and partly because. of
their western training. Yet the task was too urgent to -wait for a
new generation to mature. Therefore, during the summers of 1.980 and
81, two intensive, crammed, and fast-food-like training programmes were
organised. Within two months' time, sixteen courses in basic concepts
of sociology, methodology, history of thoughts, etc (20), were delivered
to about a hundred people who were presumably well-bred in Marxism-
Leninism. Some of the students had previous training, others had
training in neighboring disciplines, still others had practical
experiences in social administration. They were meant to be the
pioneers of the new era to head the movement. in their respective
departments and units.
Professor C.K. Yang of the Pittsburgh University was the central
figure in hastening the realisation of these and subsequent training
programmes. As early as 1 997 9, it was said, Yang had suggested to the
CASS through Fei a plan to train sociological personnels. "(21.) And it
was through his connection with colleagues in the USA and Honk Kong,
and his ability to raise the much needed funds, that the group of
scholars could be assembled to deliver the courses. Other training
courses similar in nature were organised to act as the initial forces
in the development of the discipline in various places and regions.
Details can be traced in Table .1.
The table speaks for itself. Suffice it to point out some
significant respects here. The contributions by Americans and
oversea Chinese were substantial in the delivery of courses. Here we
may see how these oversea Chinese sociologists were concerned with the
development of sociology in China. The proximity of Hong Kong, and
the availability of the Lingnan Trustee funds also helped to secure
ready assistance from Chinese outside China. On the other hand, perhaps
one may have noticed that the present situation in China in pursuit of
economic reconstruction (which was a significant factor in the
revival of sociology) differed somewhat to a similar situation in the
early 60Ts when the drive for economic reconstruction was intense also.
A mature academic community was similarly required then, but no effort
was made to call on oversea help. It was then also noted that scholars
visiting China and giving talks and lectures in sociology had no special
affiliation with Marxism. A counting suggested that over 90% of
Arnerican visiting sociologists had been non-Marxian. (22)
It is difficult to assess the result of the programmes as
available information is not detailed. According to Wang Kang, one of
the chief organizers of the re-development of sociology, it was good.(23)
Over half of the participants had been placed in positions to deliver
courses in sociology, or to conduct social researches. Some others
Table 1. Training Programmes in Sociology since 1980
DATE PLACE DIJ RAT10N 0 RGANIS ED BY FINANCED BY






1980(summer) Beijing 2 months CSRA, CASS CASS Chinese teacher 40-50
L i n e n a n T r u s t e e A me r i c a n c a d r e
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1981(summer) Beijing 2 months same q n mp same same 50-60
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1982(summer) Anhui 2 months Union of Soc Sci
(Anhui)
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CSA, Mill of Edu
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Pource: Chen 6 So 1983; news and information section in the 'Society')
(those in the leading position in their respective units) were able to
organise sociological activities in their capacity. Quite a number of
them were active in hastening the founding of sociological associations,
research institutes, or teaching units, in their respective regions.
1 n e v a 1 u a ting the r e s u .11 o f t he traini n g p r ogr a mm e s, t h e 1981 n a n k a i
1 special class for young sociologists', which is nicknamed That class
in Nankai', is worth our attention. It was different from other
programmes in that it lasted for a whole year while the others lasted
for two to three months, and that the participants were able to receive
a fuller training. They were students in their fourth year of under¬
graduate programmes in other departments. And therefore when they
finished the programme, they could be counted as the first graduates
in sociology since 1979. Fourteen of them continued a graduate course
in Nankai, six had gone abroad, others were placed either in research
units or teaching positions.(24) They were even hailed by some as the
backbone of the sociological investigations and its reestablishment
in China.(25)
Sociological Institutions and the Organisation of Social Research()
The reinstitution of sociology in the PRC was first manifested
This and the subsequent sections I rely on data from the report ot
Rossi (1985); my trip during Dec. 1984- Jan. 1985 to the centres
of sociological development in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Tienjin and
Beijing; and the news and information section in the 'Socie ty'
(1981-1984).
in the establishment of the Chinese Sociological Research Association.
Support to this new set-up from the old sociologists was evident in the
composition of its officials. The sociologist-anthropologist Fei
Xiaotong was elected president. Together with seven other old
sociologists as vice presidents, and a council of over 50 members, many
of whom trained prior to 1952, they headed the efforts to rebuild the
discipline. The Association was meant to be an independent national
professional organisation intended to foster contacts among sociologists,
and be the pace-setter providi.ng inspira11 ons and directJ.ons for deve-
1opment elsewhere. (It seemed to be the counterpart of the ASA in
USA.) As described by its executive secretary, the Association engaged
in four major ac tivi11es:
a. to popularize sociology for the larger public;
b. to heighten the knowledge level of the discipline;
c. to handle exchange arrangement with foreign scholars, and
d. to conduct conferences facilitating learning amongst the member
associations (by far it only receives group membership).
Following the lead of the CSRA, many similar organisations
were set up in various parts of the country. A total of 13 such
associations were recorded in a matter of six years from 1979, not
counting the national CSRA (Table 2). They were all members of the
CSRA. However, apart from being a member there did not seem to be
other formal linkages. They were rather more tied to the provincial,
or municipal, government or party organisations. Usually more
research oriented than the CSRA, they administered similar activities
as those of the CSRA. And they defined their aims and goals more in




C S RA (B e i j i n g
Shanghai S.A. y o n th pr o b1em, social welfare,
aging, family, and urban problems
1980 June Heilunjiang (Harbin) S.A. juvenile delinquency, labour
emp 1 ovinen t, s oc ial life,




Hu b e i P r o v i n c e S.A.
Tienjin City S.A.
Beijing City S.A. sociological theory, social
problems, and urban sociology
1932 Apr nhui Provinee S.A. current socia 1 problems,
changes in the rural areas











Jilin Province fliVf y|gj AA vj f.ij S. A.
Wuhan City S.A.
G u a n g z h ou C i t y S. A.
Jinsu Pr ovin ce S.A.
Yunnan Pr ovince S. A.
NB: Kwaizhou Province S.A. Organising Committee was also formed in Oct.
1984 planning to form the KPSA around March 1985.
relation to the 1oc:11 characteristics and interests.
The lead oi: the CSRA was further over-shadowed by the esta¬
blishment of an Institute of Sociology in the CASS in 1980. We have
mentioned that the CASS is a most important research institute in China.
Research projects related to the national economic plans are directly
administered by the Academy. The Institute of Sociology in the Academy
will propose projects which once approved by the Academy and the State
Council will become national projects receiving funds from the State.
The Institute has formal links with its counterparts in the provincial
and municipal social science academies. And there are cooperations
between the institutes while conducting researches, although the
regional institutes do not necessarily have to follow the lead of
the Institute in CASS. (We will be seeing how the national projects
tie them together.)
On the (31her ]iand the CSRA is closely linked, albeit informa 11 y,
to the Institute of Sociology. Besides the overlaps of personnels, the
CSRA is, more interestingly, also financed by the Institute. Similar
situations are found in the regional level. For example, the Shanghai
Sociological Association(3SA) is meant to be a mass organisation ('mass'
means non-official in China). But again it is closely tied to the
sociology institute of the Shanghai Academy of Social Sicence. I was
told that such linkage had at least three advantages in securing: 1.
funding from the academy; ii. office space and a place to set up the
name-plate of the association; iii. regular secretarial services from
the academy. Similar situation can be found in the Hubei Sociological
Association which shares office space with, the Hubei Academy of Social
Science. Such a close relation might have important implications to
sociological prac t.ices in the mass organisa tions. 11 might af f ec t the
choice of topics of investigation, the use of available resources, the access
to sites of fieldwork and sources of official data that might not be avail-
able to outsider, and so on. It cannot be said, at this stage, whether this
will be beneficial or harmful to the development of sociology, but it will
be a characteristic organisational feature of the sociological enterprise
in China. If not for the short of more detailed information, this organi¬
sational element, of Chinese Sociology may be an interesting pursue.
Ihus are the intricate relationships between the different
levels and sectors of organisations of sociological research— which
is not readily understandable to outsiders. Formal linkages are not
1 d c. t a. n v r o, b u. t it seems that pragmatic reasons and personal
linkages tie the whole thing up. It may also be noticed that vertical
ties are weaker than horizontal ones. The organisations in the same
province or city may cooperate, more readily than with the national
institutes. Figure (1) may help to explicate their relationships
Figure 1. The Relationships between the Sociological Organisations
in China
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Many research projects have been, and are being, done or are
under planning. The Shanghai Sociological Association has under it
six branches concerning probelms of the youth, the elderly, marriage
ana the family, social welfare and urban sociology (the sixth one
being the teaching of sociology). Investigations on these areas are
conducted regularly. Researches on the problems of the aged are
especially active, persumably influenced by Yuan Jihui (the Chairman of
the Department in Shanghai University). The Tienjin Sociological
Association conducted researches on youth, marriage and the family, and
the problems of employment. Also a rather systematic survey of a
thousand households in the city of Tienjin was done, asking the
respondents' perception of the city's problems in housing, neighborhood
relations, community facilities, traffic, and etc. The research was
conducted in close cooperation with the municipal government aiming at
the evaluation of its performances in the management of the city in the
past year. The close cooperation seemed to be a result of the unique
position of the Association's president, Wang Hui, who was also the
Director of the Central Office of the Tienjin Municipal Government.
The Institute of Sociology in the Tienjin Academy of Social Science
also administered researches on juvenile delinquency, problems of
aging and on urban sociology.
The Guangzhou Sociological Association also carried out
researches on the youth, and marriage and the family. Ihe topic _hat
interested the researchers most in Guangzhou City was the rapidly
changing social norms and values of the youth in Guangzhou and its
vincinity as the city was much more 'open than the other cities of
China. This has inspired many studies— among them a comparison study
between Guangzhou, Chengdu and other cities. The Anhui Sociological
Association concentrates on the social changes brought about by the
introduction of the 1:esponsibi 1 ity produc tion svstem in the rural
economy. And in Beijing more works on urban sociology and the sociology
of labour have been done. Works on marriage and family, minorities
and religion, and problems of youth are also done. If the above
mentioned do indicate some specialisation between the cities, it can
be said that the boundaries of their specialisation are still far from
clear. The regional character is still to be seen. (Table 2 also
indicates how the research activities are distributed, a11hougb the
picture is not complete.)
A group of researches that invited responses and cooperation
from the whole conntry was s tarted in 1983. A nationa1 conferenee on
the 'Six-five' plan of sociological studies was held in April 1983 in
Chengdu— the second important national conference on sociology.
'Six-five' stands for the 'sixth five-year plan' which spans from
1981-85. This was actua11y the first five yearplan tor sociology.
But to indicate its relation with the 'sixth national five year economic
and social development plan', it was also called the Six—five
This national plan was important to sociology as it was the first five
year plan that the word 'social was added to the title. Apart from
the development plans for the economy, there were also plans for work
and employment, income and consumption of the population, social
welfare and etc. At the same time the plan also listed twelve subjects
in the social sciences that were to be developed sociology came
fourth after studies in law, economics, and politics. The sociology
Six-five' plan was a response to this call from the government. Three
key-point porjects were decided: i. the investigation of the Jiangsu
small towns; ii. the investigations of contemporary Chinese family and
its development; ill. studies of the population of China, which consists
of two parts analysis of the 1982 census and the investigation and
projection of the population of Beijing. These projects were thought to
be useful in the training of personnels, the accumulation of first hand
data, and the sharpening of research techniques.
Initiated by the Institute of Sociology of CASS, the adminis¬
tration of the projects were distributed to the provincial and local
levels inviting cooperations from various agencies. Supervised by Fei,
the Jiangsu small town studies involves units of research in the Jiangsu
and nearby regions. The study of contemporary Chinese family was
headed by the Beida sociologist Lui Jieq±ong. Five cities (Beijing,
Tienjin, Shanghia, Wuhan and Chengdu) and nine agencies participated.(26)
It is not known exactly how the agencies were, involved in the projects.
But it seemed that the availability of responsible organisations (e.g.
when there was no institute of sociology, the sociological association
would join, but this might not be the rule either) and personnels, the
responses of the local organisations, the relevance to local interest and
other consideraions such as geographical proximity, might be among
the major considerations.
Conferences and meetings are also important activities of
the institutions. The Shanghai Sociological Association administers a
bi-monthly meeting that brings together its members from various
sectors of the society (including those in the government and other
social and public units), to talk about issues of current interests.(27)
Several annual conferences (which may not held annually) of the
associations have been held.(28) The CSRA also held its first annual
conference in 1982 in Wuhan. No special theme was prepared for this
conference, but it reviewed the progress of the building of the
discipline, and Lui Jieqiong, one of its vice-presidents, made the
closing speech concluding on some of the issues involved with the
building of the discipline.(29)
University Departments and the Teaching of Sociology
There are now four sociology departments offering full time
programrnes 1 eauing to both bache 1 or and master degrees. (30) Three of
them are fkey point' comprehensive universities directly under the
administration of the Ministry of Education: Peking University,
Nankai University (Tienjin), and the Zhongshan University (Guangzhou).
The other one is a municipal university— the Shanghai University
Arts Faculty (which was formerly the Fudan University Branch). The
Shanghai University was the first to setup a department. Yuan Jihui
was the chair of the department. Formerly an associate professor in
the department of politics in Fudan and convinced of the prospect of
sociology, he rallied a group of interested, students from the department
of politics (31) and started the sociology department with an under¬
graduate programme in March 1980. September that year, students formally
selected as sociology majors through the public entrance examination
was admitted. The early response of the Shanghai University was
perhaps due to its fewer constraints in being a municipal-run
university. But also because of this fact, it was less privileged
in terms of funding. That was one of the reasons why an undergraduate
programme was offered first (unlike the other three departments). It
is planning a graduate programme for the year 1985.(32)
The year 1982 saw the setting up of the other three departments,
ail beginning with graduate classes. Sociology was taught in the
department of international politics in Beida in 1981. And Professor
Yuan Fang, from the Beijing College of Economics (whose specialism was
in labour economics) became the head of the new department in 1982. In
Tienjin the department was founded succeeding the close of the 1981
special class for young sociologists in Nanlcai. Professor So Tu from
the department of philosophy became its chairman. Undergraduate class
began in 1983. The department in Zhongshan University also began in
1982 with a class of seven graduate students. The undergraduate
programme began in 1984. (Development in these departments is
summarised in Table 3.)
Teaching of sociology was also actively pursued in quite a
number of other universities. The exact number of higher institutes
that offer courses in sociology is not known. I can record eleven
universities or colleges offering sociology courses in the department
of politics or philosophy.(33) Development is rather vigorous in some
of them, and plans to set up department have either been approved or
are under consideration.(34)
Table 3. The Development of the Four Sociology Departments In Terms
Q£ Their Enrolment__
































(source: Rossi 1985, and my visit)
G.= Graduate
U.= Undergraduate
figures for Shanghai University are only approximates
42 const!tued by those transferred from the department of
politics, and 32 are those enrolled in Sept. 1980
+ there were also some 20 enrolment into an advanced course
that did not lead to a master degree
The pattern of operating a graduate class first,, and then to
start an undergraduate programme was a method at the discipline's earl
stage of development to secure enough teaching staff to fill the
department and at the same time that the institutionalization of the
discipline could proceed at a quicker pace. Many of the graduate
students are at the same time young teachers of their departments
responsible for teaching the undergraduates, thus releasing the.
pressure of shortage of teaching staff. At the founding of the departments
the teaching staff came from neighboring departments. Many of them did
not have experiences with sociology. None of the first cohort of the
teaching staff of the Shanghai department specialised in sociology prior
to their transfer. The Beida ddepartment was fortunate in having some
old sociologists, like Fei Xiaotung and Lui Jieqiong to be its backbone
(but as a matter of fact, busy as Fei, few time had been allocated to
teaching). The other staff came from the departments of history, philo¬
sophy, journalism, science, and geography. Only seven young assistants
obtained a relatively formal training in sociology (the Beida department
has a staff of 16).
Courses were offered on the basis of the interest and ability
of the departments.(35) Fei once said that six basic courses are
fundamental to a sociology department: i. introduction, to sociology;
ii. social research; iii. social psychology; iv. urban and rural sociology
(community analysis); v. comparative sociology (social antluopology),
vi. western sociological thoughts.(36) The four departments offeied
courses in these areas. Still, some specialisation can be noticed.
The emphasis of the Zhongshan sociology programme is on field work ot
an applied variety, and the social survey is the major method of
choice.(37) Nankai stresses on social psychology— it has also
organized a special class of social psychology in 1983. Economic socio¬
logy may also be one of its favour. Beida concentrates more on urban
sociology and the sociology of labour under the influence of its
chairman.
Interest of the. students spans a wide range as can be seen
through their theses, which are part of the requirement of their
degrees. Both theoretical and research oriented topics are found.(38)
As these papers are Independently done by these newly trained
sociologist, they represent the scope and quality of the new generation
of sociologists in the PRC. The scope we can see to be variegated in
the range of titles. The quality, however, we cannot judge since
these theses are not publicly available.
It seems that quite a number of different types of teaching
materials are available in China. Usually these are stenciled
manuscripts meant for limited circulations among a class or two.
Many of them based on the summer training courses. An example is a
manuscript on social statistics prepared by the sociology class in
Nankai Department of Philosophy. It was based on the lectures
delivered to the class by Professor Lee Chefu of the Washington Catholic
University in USA. There are many plans to publish texts tor various
courses, but not many of them have yet been realised. (39) In 198u an.
introductory textbook on general sociology was published by the
Tienjin People's Press. As mentioned in its preface the quality oi the
book necessarily reflects the reality in this period of initial
development(40), it is an indicator of the state of development of
this newly reestablished discipline.
As early as 1980 just alter the first summer programme in Bei-
jing, a group of ten scholars from various universities were gathered
lor the writing of a general introductory textbook under the chief
editorship of Fei. After reviewing many textbooks (mainly in English,
Russian and Japanese) a general scheme was made out and the group
divided to prepare the parts on their own. Two drafts were made and
amended before the final print came out after three years. Comments
on the two drafts were generally dissatisfied with its heavy western
imprint. The critics seemed to be wanting a Marxist sociology intro¬
ductory text. But one of the editors said that to construct a
general text on sociology was merely to introduce sociological concepts
for the sake of a common understanding between sociologists all over
the world. It did not matter, he meant, if one only know of the
Western concepts, the important point was how one use them.(41)
Nevertheless, amen dm en t s wer e made, espe cially to the first draft. (42)
The final product is much more 'Marxist'. Especially loaded with
concepts of historical materialism are the first chapter on the
general nature of sociology, and. the chapter on social change which
is very much like an exposition of historical materialism. The general
organisation of the book is similar to textbooks we found in the west.
The theme seems to be explicating how the individual lives through the
society and how he is subjected to the influences of the society in
terms of the social groups, the stratification system and the community;
how the society is changing and what will happen when it changes.(43)
Efforts were made to use examples from the Chinese society rather than
foreign data, alghough they were not especially well integrated with
the concepts introduced. The book seems successful to the extent that
it introduces very general concepts and keywords in western sociology
like: socialisetion, primary and secondary social groups, stratification,
community, and etc. These concepts might not be familiar to the
Chinese academic community indeed. Although there were many comments
on the drafts of the textbook, few reviews of the final print seemed
to have been published. Some people once described it with the
phrase 'neither three nor fourT C 0- which means that it is not
anything).(44) This might be right in describing its far from
satisfactory integration of different systems of thought. But it
seems too harsh considering the fact that it has only been a few years
that the discipline was re-developed again.
Scholarly Communications
With the restoration of the social science in China, contacts
with the outside world were also resumed, and revitalised indeed. A
first delegation was sent to the USA by the CASS in the spring of
1979.(45) Headed by the vice-president of the Academy Huan Xiang, and
included a number of famous social scientists (among them Fei), the
delegation indicated the possibility of scholarly communications and
exchanges between China and the West in the field of social sciences
and humanities. I do not have detailed and systematic informations
about the many linkages between China and the foreign countries. But
the impression is that vigorous communications were pursued.
A number of universities, foundations and institutions have
engaged in communications with their counterparts in China both on
an official and non-official basis. On the national level, the CASS
takes up the task of arranging the exchanges on the part of China, and
in the United States, there is a Committee on Scholarly Communication
with the PRC (CSCPRC). (By far relations with the USA has been most
flourishing.) Between 1976 and 1982, some 6700 Chinese students in
various subjects were sent to 52 countries by the Ministry of Education
— over 80% of them in natural sciences or technology.(46) Thurstone
reported that there were a total of 10000 Chinese sxholars in the USA
alone. The number of foreigners In China was much smaller— less than
a thousand.(47) Most of the scholars came to China either to teach, to
do research, or both. Alt hou.gh a 1 morator iurn' on 1 ong term fie 1 dwork
by foreigners in China was imposed following the incident around the
anthropology student of Standtord University(48), communications
between China and the w e s t n e v c r c a a s e d
The Peking University Sociology Department reported that it
had received 54 foreign sociological delegations, or a total of 95
scholars, by the end of 1984.(49) These delegations also visited
other centres of sociological developments. Several reports had come
out of these visits. Informal or formal linkages were established.
More detailed information is available for the zhongshan department s
connection with other institution. A so-called 'sister' relationship
was made between the department and that of the Pittsburgh University,
largely due to the influence of Professor O.K. Yang who has been
delivering courses himself in Zhongshan, and bringing together colleagues
both in Pittsburgh and Hong Kong to help develop the department. And
the Trustees of Lingnan University made available a large sum of funds
to build the department too. A plan beginning 1981 and lasting three
years establishing linkages of assistance and mutual cooperation with
The Chinese University of Hong Kong(CUHK) had made possible the two
summer courses in Zhongshan during 1982 and 83. Future plans of
similar nature but in a more advanced level are being discussed
currently. Students are also sent to the sociology department in
CUHK to take up a master degree course. A plan of mutual cooperation
in doing researches in China is being discussed also.(50) On the other
hand in Tienjin, the Sociology Department in Nankai University is also
planning another intensive training course in advanced methodology
and social statistics during the summer of 1986, with the cooperation
of American scholars.(51) The CASS and the CSCPRC are involved in the
planning.
Thus proceed the institutionalization of sociology in China.
For a while the discipline is rapidly growing. Research results are
coining out from the many institutions. And universities have set up
bases to train students so that personnels in sociological research
are continuously available. Perhaps it has to be noted here that the
practices of researches and the teaching and training of sociology are
not discretely divided, as it may seem from the previous presentation,
between the research institutes and the university. Research activities
are also a major part of the training in university. The sociology
departments may carry out research of their own, or they may enter
into cooperation with the research units. Then with the publication
of various sociological journals, either meant for internal use or
for publci circulation, channels of communication are also available.
Thus gradually a network of interaction between the sociologists is
emerging. A sociological community is in the process of making—
although it is still in its infant stage.
CHAPTER II
THE DOMAIN AND CHARACTER OF SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY IN CHINA
In this chapter we will be looking at the more theoretical
issues that involved the Chinese sociologists in remaking their
discipline. Institutionally speaking, the restoration of sociology has
been progressing well as we have seen. But the separate identity of a
discipline also depends on whether a well defined boundary exists. This
is still not a settled question. And it is evident to the sociological
practitioners in China also. In our country, about what is the
sociology we are conscientiously making, there are different viewpoints. (1)
And there still lacks a necessary element to our discipline-- that is
a relatively stable set of sociological concepts, systems, and methods.(2)
What is specifically sociological in the analysis of social pheno¬
mena? What justifies the existence of sociology as an independent
discipline? These are questions that involved the Chinese sociologists.
We will see what elements are invoked in the process of their finding
a character for sociology. It was emphasized by the Chinese sociolo¬
gists that a Marxist sociology, or a Chinese Marxist sociology should
be built. The relationship of sociology and historical rnater-alism, and
the importance of the Maoist social research tradition then became the
major themes in the discussions of the nature of sociology in China.
Before we go into those discussions, a brief digression into the history
of Chinese sociology may help to appreciate their significance.
Sociology in the Chinese Society— Past and Present
Sociology did not have its indigenous root in China. It was
introduced and transplanted into China beginning at the close of the
nineteenth century when Yen Fu first translated Spencer's works.
Since sociology was a western phenomenon (at least during its early
stage of introduction) one might not find the same concommitant social
and political ethos in China by then as it was first developed in
the west. As a matter of fact social science in general, as we
usually understand the term, did not have its place in Chinese society.
While there were thinkers in the past contemplating on the nature of
social existence, they did not belong to the same kind of scholarship
as the contemporary western social scientists. One commented: the
limits of their culture and civilization debarred them from the
analytical method and focused their interest on the pattern of what
ought to be instead of on the scientific study of activities. Social
ethics they had, but not social sciences.(3) The nature of the old
Chinese society also made it difficult for the intellectuals to
develop sufficient 'detachment' to critically examine the society they
were in. It was generally believed that a certain degree of detachment
or distancing from one's social involvement was congenial to the
development of sociology. But the Chinese intellectuals, absorbed
into the government, were part and parcel of the polity. They were
not free-floating enough to distance themselves from their social
existence and therefore could not achieve the clearest view of the
social and historical structure of society.(4)
Nevertheless, socio 1 ogy was i.ntroduced into China. At that
time, there were great social upheavals in China not unlike those
witnessing the sprout of sociology in Europe. It was precisely
because of these upheavals and the concommitant disorganisation of the
society that the intellectuals saw the need to introduce the discipline
to 'save the country'. Losing faith in Confucianism, which had been
doctrine of the state and the intellectuals in China for centuries,
these intellectuals searched for an alternative that might help explain¬
ing, and restoring, the fate of the country they so much concerned.
Thus sociology was brought into China as part of the modernisation
or westernisation programme. Although the discipline was only a
transplant, it grew vigorously. Institutionalization and indigenisation
of sociology in China took place during the 30's and AO's. Its lively
growth even invited the comment of M. Freedman: before the second
world war, outside the North America and Western Europe, China was the
seat of the most flourishing sociology in the world, at least in
respect of its intellectual quality.(5) This flourishing scene was
mainly found in the academic organisations which instituted the
Comtean brand of sociology (if sociology can be broadly divided into
Comtean and Marxist sociologies) linked closely with the American
tradition at that time.(6) But while the academic sociology bloomed
in their departments mostly in the missionary colleges of the Republican
era— indicating its links with the Christian missionary, reformist
overtone and social pathology approach to the study of society, there
was also a counter-current of Marxist sociology, only under the guise
of 'new sociology', which was for example taught in the Shanghai
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University. However, this Marxlst counter-eurrent only occupfed s
mar`marginal place in the then flourishing scene.
But this prospering tradition was frozen first during the second
world war. when only in the south-western part of China could researches
with the minority groups be carried out and second, even worse, when
in 1952 academic sociology, together with the 'new sociology', was
totally eliminated. Only a few of the professional sociologists were
assigned the study of the min.ori ties, While most of the others were
left to a career remotely related to sociology. However, as some
commentators of the history of Chinese sociology believed, although
institutional sociology 'ns elim:i_n. at_ed, there should still be some
Kind of social research or sociological practices in whatever form it
might take. Indeed, there were still some social antrhopological
works done with the minorities (be reminded that sociology and social
anthropology were inexrca-icably etltarr,led with each other ever since
their existence in China (7)). There were also the compilation of the
ssu ship' (four histories) which was described as a large scale
social survey of the masses. (8) and there were many other 'tiaocha
yenchiu' (research and investiga:ction) variously called non-professional
social research(9), mass sociology(1.0), and 'Maoist sociology(11).
It may then be noticed that while academic sociology was
flourishing, its Marxist counterpart was only given a. marginal
existence. And as academic sociology was in oblivion, it was when the
Marxist tradition--- in the form of non-institutional Maoist social
research-- was occupying the central place. It would be interesting
to see the fate of the two traditions when now institutionalization of
the aise ip 1 ine is in progress. How wou 1 d he t:heir manifestations?
A Summary of IIu' s Speech For Sociology
We have noted in the previous chapter about: the importance
of Hu Quiaomu's speech during the first national sociological meeting
held in .1979, in legitimating the discipline and in reassuring the
confidences of the sociologists. Thereafter his speech is often
referred to in discussions relating to the discipline of sociology as
a whole. It is also important in opening up directions for the
development: of the discipline. Therefore it is worth looking into his
speech for it might have provided hints for the subsequent discussions
in China. Here are some of its major arguments:
i About the relationship between the level of productivity and
relations of production and that of the economic substructure
and the superstructure... these are the keys in the understand-
i.ng of social life. But they do not exhaust the varietv of
social life. Social life and social phenomena are complicated.
ii. Marx and Engels had not solved all the problems they studies.
Problems they had investigated still demand continuous study,
since as scientific knowledge, they shall not be where they
were— they have to be developed.
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111. There are social problems in both capitalist and pre-capitalist
societies, so are there problems in socialist society. Apart
from economic, political, legal and military problems, there
are also problems related to labour, population, culture,
mora Li t
iv. Marxism has provided a set of basic methods to studv some
fundamental issues, but with the concrete investigation of
various phenomena, there is still the need for other more
concre t.e me thods.
v. There are both correct and incorrect things in contemporary
sociology— science is just like that. To say either all is
right or a11 is wrong is just m1staking. A critica1 and
scientific attitude is needed to treat any discipline.(12)
The gist of the arguments was that to have replaced the study of
sociology with historical materialism was found to be a wrong measure.
And it was time to reestablish the discipline again. The conclusion
was that we need sociology in order to know our social life concretely
and in depth.
Social Problems and Their Scientific Investigation
The existence of social problems in socialist China, and
indeed the perception and admittance of them, seemed to be the first
factor that encouraged the restoration of sociology. ilu had meant
that there were social problems even in a socialist society. rei, in
his first major speech for sociology since 1979, meant that, although
people might think otherwise and explain them away, social problems
existed objectively even in a socialist: society. And in present day
China, most of them were problems of adaptation between the parts of
the society as it modernised.(13) Yuan summarised three types of
social problems facing modern China: the specific problems of a.
socialist society; those left over from the old society and caused by
the 'gang of four'; and those that were to come as China modernised.(14)
And the old sociologist Yan Xinzhe identified thirty odd types of
social problems that deserved investigations and demanded adequate
solu tions. (15)
And since these problems require an objective, concrete and
systematic study so that when dealing with, and solving them fewer
errors and thus less social costs result, there is the need of a
science of society. Those are all real and specific problems
pertaining to the reconstruction of the socialist society. Their
solution deserves more than a few sentences or statements or even
some general theories. Concerete and systematic studies are necessary.
Fei would say that there existed objective laws of social phenomena that
only objective studies of them would let us live and deal with our
daily living objectively. This allows for the possibility of develop¬
ment of a sociology. And one may notice that this calling is made
while the official interpretation of the society, i.e. historical
materialism, is still being upheld. Perhaps it should be stated that
the scientific status of the principle of historical, materialism is
never challenged, although its proper domain of influence is being
carefully redefined. Maybe it is its over-dominating position that is
being questioned. It provides an interpretation of the society, but
it does not seem adequate in providing a detailed understanding of the
reality— China in the 80' s of the twentieth century while she is
heading for modernisation. And this seems especially evident when
guidelines for actions rather than, mere understanding are required.
This principle had been effective in guiding the success of the revolu¬
tion, which made possible the present socialist structure. But it
is not the issues of revolution and class struggles that matter now.
It is the reconstruction of the socialist society, the dealing with
many practical problems, both social and otherwise, that requires
attention.
The Remain Jihbao published an article titled 'Theory and
Reality on 7 Dec. 1984. This article opened up a
debate within China on how to treat the doctrines of Marxism-Leninism(16),
and it invited widespread attention outside China, too. The gist of
the article stated that there were historical limitations in Marxism.
A passage is worth quoting:
Marx had been dead for a hundred and one years. His books were
written more than a hundred years ago. Some of them were proposals
to his time. Things changed tremendously later. Some of the
proposals were not appropriate by now. Also many of the conditions
Marx and Engels had not had experiences, neither had Lenin. They
had not contacted those situations. The demand cannot be made on
the writings by Marx and Lenin at that time that they would solve
our current problems.(17)
(The last sentence was amended the next day in RMJB as: The demand
cannot be made on the writings by Marx and Lenin at that time that they
would solve all of our current problems.(18)) And the article
reminded the readers to a more indepth study of the classical writings
of Marxism, so as to grasp well the general principles it revealed.
But, it went on, it was not necessary to stick to the words and letters,
or the specific assertions, in the doctrines.
While the newspaper report and the debate it invoked may have
significant implication to the underlying power struggle between the
reformist and the conservativist, it cannot be said that the arguments
are drastic breaks with the past. Mao had always stressed that Marxism
was not a magic pill to all kinds of diseases, and that the general
principles of Marxism had to be integrated with the reality of the
Chinese society (which was the motivation for his many social researches
done since the 20's which will concern us in a moment). And these
facts were mentioned in the article in fact. Although the analogy may
not be pushed too far, it is this same kind of attitude towards
Marxism-Leninism that makes way for the re-development of sociology.
In the speech of Hu, one of the important arguments was that Marxism
had to be developed if it was a set of scientific knowledge rather than
a set of non-living doctrines. Perhaps Hang Kang stated most aptly
the general attitude towards the doctrines and the need for a science
of society. He meant that: society is a complex and specific structure
consisting a series of specific contradictions which is beyond the
understanding of a 'general' theory. And he went on: people gradually
awares clearly of the fact that historical materialism has been active
and progressive in providing an interpretation of the Chinese society
and in influencing the thoughts of Chinese, people. It was, is, and will
still be our guiding principle.... but it does not stand for the many
sciences that study the society.(19)
It may then be said the re-.institution of sociology as a
discipline is a reaction to the time when the doctrine of historical
materialism replaced the study of sociology. Similar to the
restoration of concrete social research during the 60's in Russia, our
restoration of sociological studies is contingent on such a background:
after a long period when sociology was negated, the belief that
historical materialism could replace sociology has been proved wrong.(20)
However one has to be reminded again that the criticism of historical
materialism is directed to its over-dominance (that precluded other
forms of investigation), rather than to its scientific status. One put
it in this way: to criticize the 'replacement theory' is in essence
also a criticism against doctrinalism, against using the doctrines
of historical materialism to label and take the place of concrete
analysis of concrete problems. But just like other social sciences,
sociology cannot be separated from the guidance of historical materialism.(21)
Defining Sociology and its Relation with Historical Materialism
Historical materialism is still upheld as the scientific
interpretation of the society. And yet sociology is called into
the study of social phenomena. And the phrase by Lenin that historical
materialism for the first time made possible the appearance of a
scientific sociology is often quoted. The question then lies at how
one should actually draw the bundary of sociology, especially when it
relates to historical materialism.
The earlier attempts to give a definition to sociology seemed
have made it a residual science. It was conceived as a 'science group'
centering on the study of social problems and that this
group of sciences was united on their employment of the methods of
social research.(22) It seemed that Fei also consented on the
strategy of looking around to see which social problems or phenomena
were not yet taken up by an independent discipline, and then making
them the subject matter Gf sociology. (23) The difficulty of such an
approach is that the institutionalization of the discipline will be
frustrated as one after another of the fields of study become separated
and hardened into independent disciplines themselves.(24) The Chinese
sociologists may be forced to face a constantly shrinking domain and
a sociology without a character.
Others attempt, therefore, to seek out a specific domain and
character for sociology. A few examples may be sufficient to
illustrate their concern:
sociology is a science of the most extensive kind. It takes the
whole society as its object of investigation— to study the
social structure, the dynamics of social development, the
phenomena of social 11fe and their 1awfu1ness.(25)
sociology, being one of the concrete social sciences, studies
the society synthetica1ly.(26)
sociology is one of the social sciences. It starts from the
changing 'social whole', and through the understanding of
social relations and social actions, to study the social phenomena
and their relations.(27)
d.
sociology studies the social entity and things related to human
living, by way of researching into the social relations.(28)
e.
sociology is a science that study the society synthetically. It
uses the historical materialism as its guiding principle, and
research and investigation as its method.(29)
Although the emphases may be different (some on social phenomena, social
problems, others on social relations and social action), they are
common in saying that sociology study the society from the perspective
of the 'socia1 who1e' One even argued, after reviewing the
character of sociology in other countries, that if sociology did not
take the social entity as its object of investigation, there did not
exist a need for the establishment of this specific discipline.(30)
It has to be noted again, that consensus is not vet arrived at exactly
what sociology should study. There are still other viewpoints.(31)
But the point is that the closeness in subject matter between sociology
and historical materialism deserves the efforts of the Chinese
sociologists to specify a way that they can be related. And this task
many of them had been taking up. Several approaches can be discerned:
i. That the relationship is one betveen the general and the specific.
This viewpoint stresses the function of concrete investigation by
sociology. It seems to be a relation of the most general type. Not
much specifications of how the general and the specific should relate
is provided. Historical materialism is the general principle or the
philosophical foundation to the concrete analysis of concrete
phenomena by sociology. Most early advocations expounded this view.
... being the foundation, of social, sciences, historical material.ism,
we think, should be the basic theory of scientific sociology.(32) Hu
suggested that Marxism provided the fundamental methods, but to study
specific phenomena, specific methods were required. Someone were
eager to point out that historical materialism was not the general
theory of sociology but that of social science in general.(33) Another
said that historical materialism was the philosophy, and (sociology)
is the social theory. The two are separate. They cannot replace
each other, nor can they be part of the other. Of course, it cannot
be refuted that they may relate with each other.(34) Also these
suggestions do not preclude the possibility that they may enrich each
other.
Envisaging such a relationship, the characteristic of
sociology can only be seen in its method. The greatest feature of
sociology is perceived to be that it has formed a set of research
techniques including type analysis, deduction, observation, historical
analysis, statistical analysis, and etc. And the more sophisticated
would characterise sociology by the method of 'system analysis' which
is how it differs from philosophy and other social sciences.(35)
Sociology is conceived as a set of method external to the Marxist
tradition.
ii. That sociology is not the same as historical materialism but
there is a sociological tradit ion in Marxism.
This is similar to the previous perspective to the extent that it
admits also the guidance of historical materialism to sociology. But
it is not simply a relationship between philosophy and concrete
science. Sociology can be found within Marxism. One theorist distin¬
guished two meanings of historical materialism: as a philosophy of
history, and as a kind of sociological knowledge stipulating the
general development of different modes of production. As a philosophy,
it was not separated from sociology but could serve as the theoretical
foundation of social sciences in general. As a kind of sociological
knowledge, however, it was the basic component of general sociology (he
divided sociology into general and applied).(36) Another theorist
identified Marx's 'German Ideology' as the milestone to the birth of
Marxist sociology-- The book not only explicated the concepts of
historical materialism, it also used the concepts to dissect such
social phenomena as the economy, the society and the individuals...(37)
From a more general level, another delineated the Marxist
sociological tradition(apart from being the scientific theoretical
foundation) in three parts: i. methodology, i.e. how the principle
was used to analyse social life by treating social development as a
natural historical process; ii. substantive studies, i.e. the many
studies and writings on concrete problems, events and people; iii.
the sinicized part of the tradition as found in Mao's writings and the
revolutionary experiences.(38) And yet another theorist summarised
the essence of the Marxist tradition by the phrase 'economico-social
analysis'.(39) He said that Marx studies economics not just for the
sake of economics but for the re—evaluation of the whole history (this
distinguished Marx from the bourgeois economists). And that was only
his first and most fundamental step to the understanding of social life.
(40) These theorists had spent great efforts in explicating the socio¬
logical elements in Marxism. They tried hard to point out that socio¬
logical studies could be done in a Marxist way- sociology was not the
monopoly of the bourgeoisie.
Hi. That historical materialism is the only scientific theory of
sociology, and that the present efforts to develop sociology are
actually the institutionalization of Marxist social research in China.
This viewpoint also pointed out that there was a Chinese tradition in
Marxist sociology. It stressed that there were sociological elements
in Marxism. 11 did not, however, say that socio1ogy was the eqiaiva1ent
of historical materialism— which was only its scientific foundation.
There was still an empirical or research part to sociology. And, in
China, it was pointed out, there was already the scientific general
theory(i.e. historical materialism), and the practices of social
research and investigation had not been discontinued ever since the
20's. They formed the Maoist social research tradition which was a
direct inheritance of the Marxist tradition. And to say that China
was restoring sociology was not correct because the new sociology was
not the same as the bourgeois one in old China, and that as a matter
of fact researches never stopped in China. Then why should there be
institutionalization at this time. It was because of kinds of
reasons that these investigations were not systematic and refined, and
that the concepts and methods of research had not been systeniatised
into theory, and since social research was the way to know the society
according to Marxism, it became necessary to put into a more coherent
form the many research practices that had been going on,(41)
Thus sociology is Marxist, or Maoist, social research as an
academic discipline. It allows for the borrowing of the empirical
part of western sociology— the part that includes the more well-
developed research techniques, to help to systematise the Chinese
social research. On the other hand, it calls to re-evaluate the social
research experience that China had so as to develop a genuine Chinese
sociology.(42)
After reviewing these different viewpoints, one may have the
impression that there is still a diversity of opinions as to the
relationship of sociology and historical materialism. This may indicate
that the issue is still unsettled. Perhaps it is not an easy matter,
or perhaps it is still in the early stage of sociology's development
that the issue would not be settled so quick. On the other hand, from
the discussions, we can see that there is an insistence, for a Marxist
sociology. While the first approach only says that Marxism would
guide sociological studies, the second perspective tries to find out the
sociological elements in Marxism. Perhaps it aims at demonstrating that
there is a Marxist sociology, and that to develop sociology is not
necessarily importing bourgeois elements. The third viewpoint even
seeks to ground sociological practices squarely on the earth of China
insisting that to redevelop sociology is only to put into shape the
already existing sociological practices. It may then be said that to
develop sociology in China it has to follow a certain way. And that
the Maoist social research experience is a significant influence
that requires evaluation.
Sociology and Maoist Social Research
The re-appraisal of Mao's contribution to sociology and
social research has been going on since 1979, and especially after
the publication of a volume: of Mao's selected works on research in
the rural areas in 1982. Six papers in that
volume are on theory and method of social research by Mao, and the
other eleven are all research reports. Quite a number of reviews on the
book were vzritten also. One commented that from the methodological
and epistemological point of view, this collection on rural research
has very important implications; and for the study of history and
sociology, this is a book deserved reading.(43)
Mao's works arc still heralded to be grounded squarely on
the foundation of historic si materialism, and are significant in
integrating the general principle of Marxism and the reality of Chinese
society. And it was said that amongst the writings of Mao there also
contains an abundance of sociological thoughts.(44) Basically we
can identify two kinds of works in Mao which are regarded as socio¬
logical by the Chinese sociologists— his substantive social
investigations and his thoughts on methodology.
Substantively, Mao is said to have contributed to the
development of Marxist sociology in the following areas:(45)
a. political sociology-- used class analysis to dissect the nature
of Chinese society which was a half-feudal and half-colonial society;
prepared for the building up of a socialist society; explicated the
relations between the Maw' and the 'state', eLc.
b. economic sociology-- analysed China's economic situation which
prepared for his revolutionary tactics; and found a way to accommodate
the nationalistic capitalists in the socialist society.
c. demography— explicated the relationship between population and
revolution and suggested the necessity of population planning.
d. sociology of education— analysed the relations between
education, economy and politics: and explicated how to mobilize the
mass to develop education.
Perhaps more important,sociologically speaking, is Mao's writing on
social research. Their features can be summarised from the comments:(46)
a. Social research is the basic instrument by which one can know
the social reality-- the importance of this is implicated in Mao's
often quoted statement: without research and investigation, no right
to speak, and this is actually a way to uphold the principle of
Marxism whose gist is summarised by the phrase to seek truth from fact.
b. Social research is guided by the general truth of Marxism, and
should be integrated with concrete practices in the Chinese reality
— i.e. theory and practice must be unified— to do research is to
guide action.
c. Must stand on the side of the people to do research is to
see.k the benef i ts of the pr(31 e taria t or the mass.
d. Class analysis, analysis of contradictions and historical analysis
are the basic method of analysis.
e. Model-investigation, type-analysis, and general survey are
methods of research on a more concrete level.
These are the basic tenets of Maoist research that can be found in
writings about the tradition.
On the other hand, however, one can also find rnanv discussions
and introductions to the more 'modern' techniques of social researches.(47)
These works introduced concepts like sampling, randomness, general!-
zability, system analysis, statistical analysis, path analysis and other
techniques. The emphasis was on how to study large quantity of data,
how to guarantee that analysis was scientific and generalizable, and
etc. They would generally admit the guidance of Marxism. However,
they pose doubts on the traditional methods of research. And Mao's
research was characterised as like the 'mode of small scale agri¬
cultural production'. (48) Especially questioned was the tenability
of model-investigation which was among the most important method of
Mao's research.
To accommodate these new trends some were quick to point out
that those western techniques should be imported critically— as
they were contingent on bourgeois sociology. Simple minded acceptance
of these techniques would finally lead to pure empiricism. On the
other hand, these techniques, it was said, could be integrated with
the Maoist tradition. Only if one could grasp well the basic
philosophy of Maoist research, one could make use of the western
research methods to enrich it. Other theorists also tried to delineate
the significance of model-investigation.(49) If one could use it
flexibly, the method could be a complement to the general survey
method. And also they were not hesitant to point out that Mao himself
equally emphasized model-investigation and general survey, and that
qualitative and quantitative methods were similarly used by him.(51)
To conclude on this chapter, suffice it to say that a part of
the Chinese sociologists, being involved with the issue of the nature
of sociology in China, is allied with developing the Marxist sociolo¬
gical tradition. Historically, there was a time when sociology was
replaced by historical materialism. But the. needs of the time require
its restoration. Although Marxism is being reevaluated it is still
the guiding principle of the state. And. as long as that lasts,
Marxism will also be the guiding principle of sociology. The problem
remains to be what the nature of the guidance is. If restoring sociolo¬
gy is not equivalent to restoring bourgeois sociology, the Marxist
tradition has to be developed. Indeed the Chinese Marxist tradition
of sociology has been taken up and re-appraised now to the effect
that its elements are to be developed. Thus, theoretically, and
ideologically, the Chinese Marxist tradition is going to be a significant
part of the sociology in China.
CHAPTER III
SOCIOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES AS FOUND IN THE LITERATURE 1979- 1984
What other features 01 sociology in China can be found? This
chapter seeks to answer this question by examining what have been
accomplished in these few years by the practitioners of the discipline-—
by reviewing what have been written down other than the theoretical
discussions we found in the previous chapter. After examining the
general situation and in more detail the different types of literatures
found, we will select two groups of studies for more in-depth
analysis. By far, the studies of marriage and family, juvenile delin¬
quency, the problem of aging, populaion and the development of the small
towns are the more well developed sub-fields of sociological research,
both in terms of their quantity and their depth of analysis. We shall
examine the studies of family and that of the small towns.
To judge merely from the number of published articles, which
are called sociological by the practitioners themselves, one would
amaze at the voluminous work done in just six years. However some of
them are not published, and others are not available outside China.
The following analaysis depends on the two sociological journals
available to me as the major source of data. This is acceptable at
least on the ground that they are representative of the current state
of sociological practices in China. The first one— the TSociety
(Journal of Sociology)f edited by the Arts
Faculty of the Shanghai University, is the first publicly distributed
sociological journal in China since 1979, and its contributors come
from the whole nation. The other one~~ 'Sociology
edited by the unit of newspaper and journal reproduction of the
People's University, is a. selection of published articles found in
various newspapers and journals over the nation. It can be trusted as
a representative sampling of the whole lot of published literature on
sociology.
The General Picture and Types of Literature
The general picture is that sociology is gaining recognition
and its growth is uhenomenal. More and more papers are written and
published in various places. Some of the major journals in the social
sciences include a column of sociology not long after its formal re-
establishment. The 'Shehui Kexue Zhanxian' ) a 1]. ow s f o r
a column of sociology as early as 1980 and includes at least two articles
in each of its issues. The expanding volumne of sociological
literature is more visible if we look at the issues of 'Sociology'.
For the first two years of its publication (1981-82) about twenty
articles were selected for each issue, and not a minor part of them
were translated works. Since 1983 a selected bibliography was
included indicating the increase in works done. And in 1984 the
size of the bibliography almost doubled. It can also be seen that
the portion of translation decreased. A word of caution has to be
noted to interpret this quantitative aspect. Not all of the included
papers we would usually count as academic works. Some of them are just
short and descriptive articles from newspaper. Then of course the
quality of these works are diverse. And we will look into some of
these aspects.
At this stage of development of the discipline we can identify
four types of work done: i. translation or introduction of foreign
sociology; ii. general discussion of the discipline as a whole; iii.
studies in various substantive sub-fields; iv. miscellaneous. Table
4 5 show the distribution of these types of works from 1981-84. They
evince a somewhat different distribution, especially in the quantity
of the 'Translation and Introduction' and the 'Miscellaneous' indicat¬
ing that the two journals are different in their choice of materials
for publication. Together they give a more complete picture.
Table 4. Types of Sociological Works in 'Sociology' (1981-84)

























Total 126 104 250 34 514
I have only 5 issues in 1984 (there are 6 issues each in 1981-83).
Table 5. Types of Sociological Works in' Soclety' (1981 84)



















T o t a 1 25 90 2 26 91 432
+ 1981 had only 1 issue, and 1982 4 is sues. But there are 6 issues
each in 1983 and 84.
Translation and Introduction.
For almost thirty years China shut herself off from the outside world.
Ever since the adoption of a more open-door policy, the Chinese were eager
at knowing what had happened outside China. She wanted to catch up
with the diversity and high standard of foreign knowledge in whatever
fields. The practice of translation was vigoroulsly promoted. Several
specialised journals are responsible for the translation works. One of
these is the 'Guowai Shehui Kexue1 (foreign socia1 science)
published by the information bureau of the CASS.(1) A more specialised
journal on foreign sociology is also available for internal use— the
reference material on foreign sociology issued bv the
institute of sociology in the CASS.(2)
Quite a number of books were translated, too.(3) A. Inhales'
'What is Sociology? An Introduction to the Discipline and Profession'
(1965) was among the first to be translated, and was often referred to
(e.g. in the first sociological textbook). 'Sociology and the Modern Time'
(2 volumes) edited by the Academy of Science of
Soviet Union seemed to be the earliest book-length translated
sociological literature— published by the Chinese People's University
in Oct. 1979. The majority of the translated books were on the nature
of the discipline as a whole. Most of them were works from the Soviet
Union. This was perhaps the result of their easier accessibility and
the problem of language. And perhaps the Soviety Union provided the
experience of how sociology should be accommodated with socialism.
The Japanese presence was also evident. The Japanese sociologist
T. Fukutake has visited China several times since 1979. Two of his
books were translated.
The range of subjects translated and introduced were more varied
and manifold as found in the journals. The following types of materials
can be found: the sociologies of culture, family and marriage, education,
mass media, juvenile delinquency, organisation, leisure, social
development, science, knowledge also can Marxist sociology which
includes Marx's method of social analysis, Marxist sociological
concepts found in capitalist sociology, Marx and Weber compared, the
function of Marxist sociology in socialist society...; sociological
theories both classical and contemporary were not neglected either,
and they ranged from Comte, Spencer, Durkheim, Mannheim, to Parsons
and Merton, and from structural functional!sm, the conflit school, to
phenomenological sociology, ethnomethodology, neo-Marxism, critical
sociology etc. Most of them are from the Soviet Union or the USA (out
of some 120 pieces we find in the 'Sociology' over half are from these
two areas). Works from Britain, other European countries, Japan, India
a n d e v e n L a t i n Am e r i c a n c o u n tries are a .1 s o a v a i 1 able.
In a word, they are manifold and variegated. The Chinese
sociologists are not without chances to keep in contact with the
development outside the country. However these are still very prelimi¬
nary introduction and presentation of the larger sociological world.
Only very few comments, and systematic reviews on those subject had
been made so far.(4) Moreover, faced with these many translated works,
one would hardly say that they constituted an organised and thorough
presentation of foreign sociology. Of course, considering the
youthfuiness of the discipline in China, one should not expect that
the Chinese sociologists could have a thorough understanding of
foreign sociology to give it a detailed presentation. And in fact
the development of sociology in the western world has really been
too rapid for the past thirty years to be caught up in a short period.
Perhaps this is the same difficulty as expressed by Whyte and Pasternak
that faced the Chinese sociologist regarding their subscription of
Western academic journals: but the Chinese are having considerable
difficulty in sorting out the variety of specialized journals available.(5)
ii. General discussion on sociology
This type of literatures we have mentioned in the previous chapter.
Suffice it to say here that they account for quite a substantial part
of the existing literature as can be seen from the tables. And the
fact is that the discussion is still going on in various places. The
matter does not seem to be coming to a close very soon. On the other
hand the hist.cry of the old Chinese sociology was being reviewed and
assessed. The efforts spent by the old sociologists, whom were once
labelled bourgeois, in the sinification of the discipline was being
appreciated. Aspects of old Chinese sociology that have been reviewed
include: individual sociologists like Sun Benwen, Chen hengseng;
sociology departments of the Yenching Univeristy, the Shanghai
University, etc; and some substantive fields like the rural researches
and the studies of marrige problems.(6) Perhaps a letter to the editor
in the 'Society' clearly articulated the general attitude towards the
old Chinese sociology. During the period of sinification, with the
diligent efforts of some intellectuals, there were developments with
regard to the discipline of sociology on the earth of China. Of course,
they could not escape the limitation of their era and class. But we
cannot refute the fact that these righteous Chinese intellectuals
together with the revolutionary intellectuals whom were guided and
influenced by Marxism, had made use of the discipline to spread Marxism-
Leninism, studied the social problems of old China, and helped in the
development of the Chinese revolution.(7) The works that left by
the old Chinese sociologists are sure to have influence on the Chinese
sociological community. In fact some of these sociologists are still
alive and are contributing to the development effort in greater or
smaller degree. And especially during this early stage of its develop¬
ment when reference materials both indigenous and foreign are not
widely available, students (especially those not so well trained in
foreign languages) will find those works handy and useful.(8)
Hi. The sub-disciplines of sociology
The vigorous and lively growth of the Chinese sociology can be found
here. Over half of the papers found are. on various sub-field of socio¬
logy. A look at the yearly indexes of the 'Society' will lead one
into the variety of interests of sociological investigations in China.
The list can be long: various aspects of the phenomena of family and
marriagef of aging, the city, the problems of ethnic discrimination,
transportation, suicide, me n t a1 patient, 1ab ou r, r e1igious a c tivities,
social welfare, value and attitudes of students, youth and other
groups of people, the economic reform.... This variety of topics gives
the impression that the sociological practitioners are eager at
emp1oying their new1y established discipline and its techniques in the
understanding of various social phenomena. However, it is also the
impression that the character of the discipline is not very well
articulated as seen through many of the studies. Perhaps they are
still in the preliminary stage of investigation, and are very descrip¬
tive in content and style. And in some of the sub-fields, merely a few
studies had been made or published.
The most prominent common feature is that these subjects were
all perceived to be current problems facing the society. Even with the
problem of beggars, it was an issue that always arouses the concern and
discussion of the people, and that it was thought to be significant
in affecting the common, people's perception, and then worry, on the
current economic and political situation of the cuntry; in the
manufacturing of social instability; and in affecting the agiicultuial
production. (9) And about the superstitious activities: during these
fev yeai:s, superstitious activities are resurging, espec 1 a 1 ly in the
rural area, bringing about many problems of social instability, and
is ea11 Lhitl) danu£jin6 to the tour modernisations. It arouses the
concern of the various sectors of the society.(10) Many studies
included these words in their introductions. Perhaps this indicates
how the discipline is perceived to be of use by the participants of
its development.
The significance oi researches is increasing as the number of
research reports in the 'Sociology' increased from 12 in 1981 to 34 in
1984, a 11 h o u g h 111 e. v w e r e still not the major parts of the published
materials for the journal. Similar picture appeared in the 'Society'.
Even with a very loose definition of research, they were not taking
up a very large portion of the entries in the 'Society'— 1981(1 issue),
5 entries; 1982(4 issues), 23; 1983(6 issues), 24; and 1984(6 issues),
35. Of course, these numbers do not reflect the real extent of
research activities amongst the practitioners. Many reports were
published as stenciled manuscripts for local circulation, or internal
use. During the 1982 annual conference of the CSRA, Fei reported that
they had already received 300 pieces of research reports over the
past three years.(11) And out of the nineteen academic speeches made
during the conferences, ten were research reports which included:
investigation of the Kaixiangong, the situation of residence in Beijing,
economic reform in rural area, the management in a steel enterprise,
juvenile delinquency in Shenyang, mental patients and problems of
marriage and family.(12)
The investigations and studies were usually survey type.
Questionnaire and interview were the major techniques of data collection.
The census of 1982 was being made use of also. Official statistics
were major sources of information, too. But they were usually
informations from part of the city, like from the police or the
court of a certain district inside a city. And often the representative¬
ness of the data was not specified. Then one will find in almost all
reports the employment of individual cases and examples as a source of
information to illustrate thei.r arguments.
iv. Miscellaneous
This includes letters to the editor, 'window of society', and etc.
These were usuallv small and short articles. And their content and
style were characteristic of those found in the newspaper and journals
meant for the common people. They concerned mainly current social
issues that were closely related with the daily living of the people.
There are, for example, suggestions as to: the procedures of marriage
registration(13), the treatment of the beggars(14), the operation of
kindergardens in primary schools(15), the attitude toward the transmi¬
ssion of the practices of kneeling and 'knocking head' to the gods(I6),
and others. Their style was rather moralistic, and it seemed that
they assumed the function to tell and distinguish what was right and
wrong. The existence of this type of articles is indicative of the
level of professionalisation of the discipline. And on the other
hand we may see that sociology as an academic discipline is also to
persorm the task of influencing and directing the social morality, for,
it may be so believed that, it has access to a scientific understanding
of the society.
The Family Studies
We select the group of investigation around the family for it
seems to be the most widely and numerously studies sub-field of Chinese
sociology. Demographical studies are also very vigorous. But its
relations with sociology is precarious. It was a sub-field of
sociology prior to the 50's. Thereafter both fields became obsolete.
Then in 1974 a Population Theory Research Centre was established in
Beijing (17), five years earlier than the formal reinstitution of
academic sociology. The studies in demography is still very vigorous
now and it has its own population research institute and publishes
its own specialised journal. On the other hand, in the issues of the
T society' few papers concerning the population studies appear. Their
re 1 a11 on is sti 11. unc 1 ear.
Of the 523 selected articles in the 'SociologyT more than one
tenth are on marriage and family (excluding related topics like
aging). The subject also accounts for the single largest entry in each
of the yearly indexes of the 'Society'. The journal even published a
serial lecture of twelve parts on the sociology of family from 1982 to
1984. B. Pasternak (an anthropologist at the Hunter College, City
University of New York) led a group of Chinese sociologists to study
the family situations in the city of Tienjin. The Investigation was
later expanded to be the five city survey of the family in 1982. And
it was then included as one of the three special projects in the
national six-five sociology development plan. Not many papers have
come out of the project yet.(18) But a volume of collected discussion
papers is planned to be phblished by the middle of 1985.
We can classify the many studies around thetheme of family
into these categories according to their subject matter:
a. structureand functions of the family and their changes(19)
b. on marriage, including studies on customs of marriage and the
basis of marriage(20)
c. on divorce (21)
d. family relations-- especially the conjugal relations with regard
to the problem of sexual equality(22)
e. family and the problem of aging(23)
f. family and juvenile delinquency(24)
g. discussion on the nature of the family(25)
The emphasis given to this theme was perhaps due to the fact
that the family was perceived to be at the centre of many social
problems. Wo Yaobong once pointed out that the families were the cells
of the society, and that proper management of the problems of the
family directly affected the development of the society. (26) In
explaining why the sociology of family was needed, by delineating the
importance of the family in the society and by the fact that Marx and
Mao had studied the family, one sociologist also pointed out that:
although the institution of socialist family has already been erected
there are still certain social problems in the area of marriage and
family.... The new socialist family is still not fully and firmly
developed, and it is in a certain extent affecting the cohesion and
development of the society. This is especially because we lack
systematic research and scientific investigation on marriage and
family... Therefore we must stress on the study of the family, especia¬
lly on the sociology of £amilv.(27)
There were problems around the marriages— the extravagances
of marriage ceremonies, the existence of 'trade' marriage and coerced
marriage and so on. In a commune in Anhui Province in 1982, among the
262 new marriages since 1979, it was found that only 5 of them were
results of free love relations, the other 62 were 'exchange' marriage
41 were 'trade' marriage and the rest by the commands
of the parents. These situations led to 71 escapees and one death to
resist the marriage arrangements. The author then concluded: the
research leads us to see the urgency of discarding the bad practices,
and changing the customs(28) On the other hand, because of the
former government policy (like late marriage, up to the hill and down
to the village) and their relaxation now, coinciding with the pressure
of the babyboom of the 50's and 60's, the issue of marriage appear even
more intense. One research concerned with the problem of the un-married
advanced-age youth: in Tienjin city, there are 65000 unmarried male
and female over the age of 30.... this has become a social problem
concerning the people.(29) And after reviewing some underlying
reasons, it proceeded to provided some suggestions to its remedy.
The issue of divorce was also a concern of the sociologist,
especially after 19S0 when the new marriage law (which relaxed the
requirement of divorce) was announced and a phenomenal rise in the
divorce rate was witnessed. An increase of 52.6% in 1981 over 1980
was recorded in shanghai.(3) Another report said that the received
cases of divorce doubled for the nation as a whole during 1981-2.(31)
That led to different kinds of discussions (on the new marriage law)
from the society(32) And some, criticising the concept of divoce in
the new law7, even said that the new marriage law was in fact a law of
divorce (33) The researchers then ventured to point out, basing on
their analysis of the statistics, that the rise in divorce rate was
the result of a number of reasons rather than that the marriage law
'caused1 the divorces. One said that it was influenced by: i. economic
and financial considerations in marriage; ii. previous policy that
affected those who were in their age of marriage; iii. the 'leftist'
thoughts that stressed struggles in the family; iv, the thought of
'sex freedom' imported from the west, and v. the lacking in good legal
kn cvledge. (34)
The concern of raising the children and caring the aged as an
important function of the family in China also aroused the attention
of the researchers. One put it in this way: On the one hand,
following the criticism of the feudalistic system of clans and
paternalism, etc, the traditional form of family is gradually becoming
unacceptable.... But on the other hand, this form of family is
congenial to the solution of the problem of caring both the children and
the aged.... how should we treat our family?(35) The problem even
loomed larger when it was found that there were 80 million aged (who
were over sixty) in China, and that at least 65 million of them were
still in the family to be cared.(36)
This is one of the central concerns in the studies of the
structure and functions, and their changes, of the family in China.(37)
Two findings seem significant to the many studies: First the proportion
of nuclear families increased substantially over the year (in urban
area it was 82.9%, and in rural area it was 36% a rise by 20%
from 1940—81); and second, the proportion of stem family remain large
(in urban area it was 15.3%, and in rural area 55% increasing by 28%
from 1940-81).. (38) The trend of nucleation of the family was
variously described at result of: the economic status of the family
(especially in city); the complicated relations found in large family;
the gap between the generations, and the ability to be economically
independent of the younger generation; the collectivisation of the
means of production that diminished the functions of the family (esp.
the production function); and the social policies e.g. the registry
system, etc.. But on the other hand opposing forces hold the family
together which provided for the increase in stem families especially
in the villages: the lacking of resident provision for the newly wed;
the traditional Chinese morality of caring the aged (this is now also
called the socialist morality); the re-introduction of the responsi¬
bility system of production, etc.(see 19)
Theoretical issues were also the concern of the many studies.
One can find a debate around the nature of the family in the 'Society'
from the fifth issue in 1983 on.(39) One defined family as: an
economic institution that is established by blood and marriage
relationship. Simply put: blood relation -1 economics- family.(A))
Other viewpoints put it either as a social institution where man
produces and reproduce himself (4.1); or as an emotional relationship. (42.)
Another one said that the nature of family was multi-dimensional. He
summarised three levels: a social relation, a material social relation,
and a relationship of reproduction of man himself.(43) Other accounts,
more rooted in the evolutionary model of the family by Morgan and.
Engels, stipulated that the family was a historical product, and they
went on to explicate the Marxist typology of the family in history.(44)
On the other hand there were also theoretical discussions on what
should be the basis of marriage in a socialist society as China— on
love relations or on economic conditions.(45)
Therefore we can see that researches done around the theme of
family largely originated from a concern with the concrete problems
facing the society. And they were eager at providing solution to the
problems as in many concluding sections of the reports, there were
suggestions to this effect. Generally speaking, the researches were
just empirical not evincing a well integrated theoretical framework.
Although there were on the other hand theoretical discussions on the
nature of the family and so on, it must be said that they were not well
integrated with the empirical researches. Many of the theoretical
papers were still very conceptual constituted largely by the interpre¬
tation and reinterpretation of the words of Marx and Engels. Then it
can also be noted that while the Chinese sociologists would admit that:
there were problems with the families, they would explain them by the
lingering feudal remnant culture, as result of the mistakes committed
during the cultural revolution, or because of the low level of produc¬
tivity. In this way the ideal typical model of the Marxist typology
l criticised for its inadequacy in explaining the
situation, and similarly, the present structure of the society was not
put into focus. Besides these, there were a few papers introducing
concepts like conflict and family life cycle(46) in the effort to under¬
stand the family.
The Small Town Studies
This was another set of studies that the sociologists spent
their major efforts on. The study of the small town was also another
of the three special projects of the six-five plan. The progress was
rapid. The plan was laid down in April 1983. And in September that
year, a conference on the Jiangsu small town was held in Nanjing and
many papers were submitted and discussed. After the conference, 25 of
the papers were compiled into a volume and published(rSmall town, big
problem1 .1.984 June). Fei was the supervisor of the
project. He meant that this was going to be a long term project, and
v;ould be included in the Seven—five plan also. (47)
There were, for the whole country, some 3400 towns and 53000
rural market towns, together called the small towns, providing
residence for 70,000,000 inhibitants and accounted for some 20o of the
national industrial production.(48) With the economic reforms in the
rural area since 1978, the. small towns entered a period of revival and
vigorous growth recovering the decline during the period of collectivi¬
sation. If the present official policy of limitating the growth of
large cities and encouraging the development of medium and small city
does not change, significant developments will be witnessed in the
small towns. They were believed to be strategic in several aspects:
providing employment for the town people; absorbing the surplus
labour in the agricultural sector; enlarging and diversifying routes of
distribution of both agricultural and industrial products; modifying
the economic and social structure of the rural areas-- shortening the
gap between the city and the village by locating the city in the midst
of the villages; and as a cultural centre also enriching the cultural
content of the villages, etc.(49) With these functions, the development
of the small towns was believed to be the best solution to the over¬
population of the large cities and in shortening the economic discre¬
pancy of the city and village. And its study was given a push.
The sociological studies concentrated on the small towns of
the province of Jiansu. Fei was planning to start a second centre of
investigation in the north-west in 1985. These together would become
the two 'eyes' on the chessboard of China.(50) The topics of investi¬





the development of the small towns— their rise and decline
typology of the small towns, and their internal structure
the levels and range of small towns and their linkages
the external structure of small towns relations with the large
and medium-size cities, and the rural areas.
The influence ol: Professor Fei was perhaps crucial in the
selection of this subject and area for investigation. The choice of
Jiangsu as the field site is valuable to the extent that the resultant
studies can be treated as a continuation of the research on peasant
life by Fei in the same vincinity during the 30Ts. Fei visited the
Kaixiangong (Jiang village) in Jiangsu in 1936 and came out famous
with his study there. His teacher praised him by saying that he
pushed ahead the frontier of social anthropology by employing techniques
that were hitherto used in simple community in thestudy of the complex
and literate community of Chinese village. And in 1957 and 81 he
revisited the place twice, and since aroused an international interest
in the development of this village. The Jiangsu small town studies
could be seen as a continuation of Fei's half-century-old interest.
The previous three studies he made were mainly on the village level,
while the present efforts are directed to the urban settlements. However
it was already in his first visit that he noted the import of the
larger world outside (i.e. the market town) the village he studies, but
only that he did not get the energy to spare there. And he noted
after his third visit that their study could not remain at the level of
the village. There was a centre of concentration and distribution for
the commerical crops of the villages. This centre should also be their
centre of investigation. Also we can find that in his first book
'Peasant life in China'(which was based on his first visit in 1936) he
discussed the relationship between agriculture, household sideline
production and collectively own industries. These themes reappeared
in the many current studies.
The imprint of Fei is also evident, through the approach and
technique used in the investigations. The community studies, using a
a functionalist approach that Fei once so familiarised with, and had
helped him in depicting vividly the peasant life in Kaixiangong, is
now being employed in the study of lives in the urbanizing villages
of the Jiangsu region. The features of community studies, according
to Wong, were that it shared with the social surveys the common
emphasis on first hand observation of social reality, but it differed
from the latter in that it abandoned the attempt at wide coverage and
the use of questionnaires for data collection.... The emphasis was on
how various parts of community were related.(52)
Fei described what he intended to do in the studies of the
small towns: I want to do with research that use methods of model-
investigation, in-depth and direct observations, qualitative and then
quantitaive methods. And after two years, we should have anatomised
these sparrows— the small towns... By the time we have these small
towns anatomised and understood one by one, we will compare the
different types of them, to make clear how they relate. I hope this
research will take up my research in this locality fifty years ago as
a starting point, and examine the development over this period, to make
out some lessons(53) The continuity is clear. The studies mainly
took the individual townships as their data base. They were investigated
in detail to see how different parts of the community related. The
problem with such an approach is that it treats the community as a
functional whole, neglecting its relationship with the larger society
and the past history and culture of the community. During the anti-
rightist movement of late 50' s, the studies of Fei and similar
researches by others were criticised for their neglecting class
analysis. Perhaps an improvement to the previous community research
is that the present effort pays much more effort in employing
historical analysis to understand the stage of development of the small
towns. And their external relations is also a significant aspect of
concern. However, it must be said that these emphases on historical
and external elements are not the same thing as cultural or class
analysis. The results of these researches may just be reformist as it
was before.
Another difficulty concerns how the conclusions, made in the
detailed studies of these individual and specific townships, can be
generalised to see the nature of the road of socialist modernisation.(54)
There is not apparent answer. The Jiangsu case is selected for study
presumably because of the ideal-typical situation there: it has a long
historical development; it has a full range of types of small towns; it
has got the greatest number and most densely distributed pattern of
small towns.(55) But these may not be found elsewhere. How are the
results going to be used? Only when the sampled areas are well
chosen and the many specificities of the regions taken into account
can any generalisation be comfortably made to understand the general
development of C1 i 1na.
But it must be said that this group of studies has been
detailed and systematic in describing and understanding the lives in
these developing towns. And these studies are perhaps even more
useful in training the new generation of sociologists. Researches
involved are many. And many are young students of sociology. Among
the nine graduate students of the Beida department of sociology in
1982, four of them worked on thesis about the development in the small
towns.(56) This tradition of community study seems here to stay as a
major element of the Chinese sociology.
In the previous chapter we noted that the existence of social
problems, and their being perceived and admitted, was one of the major
reasons for the reestablishment of the discipline of sociology. It
may be noticed then in this chapter that the practitioners of the
discipline are really responding to that call.. The family sociologists
and the small town researchers are tackling the concerned problems of
the society that are either left from the old society or are to come
as China modernises. At the same time, it may be noticed that to develop
a Marxist sociology is not a matter of wish and talk. Only to a small
extent can we see the Marxism provides a theoretical framework in the
actual researches. A variety of influences and traditions are exerting
their impact on the studies of sociology in China indeed.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
If the foregoing has been clear, one may get the impression that
sociology in the People's Republic has been growing after its re-
establishment in 1979. The previous chapters seek to show that the
eftorts to make it an academic discipline gradually come into shape.
Shils described the institutionalization of an intellectual activity
as the relatively dense interaction of persons who can conduct that
activity within a social arrangement which has boundaries, endurance,
and a name.(1) Although its boundary is still far from clear, the
name of sociology was given a legitimate existence in the Chinese
university system, in the research institutes, and in mass organisations,
and so on. And that the name is bringing in more and more personnels
to work under its panoply. Sociology is more institutionalized when
it can be studied in a university,... when it can be studied in a
university as a major subject,... where there are opportunities for
the publication of sociological works in specifically sociological
journals....(2) And sociology in the PRC has gradually made lor
itself these institutional elements. And the interaction within the
discipline is becoming dense. A structure of sociological practices
is emerging, although its configuration is still unclear. And that is
only six years after its reemergence in 1979.
There is one thing special to the development of sociology
in China compared with experiences in other countries. Merton once
distinguished three broad phases in 111e de.ve 1 oprnent of socio 1 ogy:
first, the differentiation of sociology from ant:ecedent discip 1 ines
with its attendant claim to intellectual legitimacy; second, the
quest to establish its institutional legitimacy or academic autonomy;
and third, when this effort has been moderately successful, a movement
toward the reconsolidation of sociology with selected other social
sciences(3) The redevelopment of sociology in China does not seem to
fall into this scheme readily. Its institutional legitimacy was
granted, ana sociological activities earnestly pursued, before it ventured
into defending its relative boundaries with other disciplines and
systems of thought, and especially with historical materialism. Never¬
theless, this scheme spells out an important element that an autonomous
discipline should have-- the identification of a jurisdiction unshared
by other disciplines.(Durkheim's search for 'social fact', Simmel's
notion of 'geometry of social interaction' and the emphasis on
'sociological system' by the founders of the discipline were all
expressions of this attempt to identify a domain for sociology.) The
Chinese sociologists are, and will still be, busying themselves with
this task to make their discipline distinct.
Sociology, although once denounced, is being received favoura¬
bly and with zeal. It finds its way into the institutional arrangement
of China's academic community with such an case that might even invite
the jealousy of the founding fathers of sociology when they strived for
its legitimacy in a much more uncompromising environment. Why is
sociology given a favourable reception in 1979, and a legitimation to
develop thereafter before it can clear J. v delineate its boundaries and
demonstrate its tenabiiity? At the turn of the century, when
Confucianism was 1 osing 11s grasp, socio 1 ogy was introduc.ed and i t
encountered a similarly favourable environment until its elimination
in 1952. Academic sociology was totally rejected then, and the non-
institutional Maoist social research took over, as we have seen
earlier. But in 1956-7 during the 'Hundred Flower' movement when Mao
invited more open expression of opinions, there was another similar
attempt to restore the discipline, but failed. Two related questions
then remain. IThy did the attempt failed in 1957 and sociological
practices became non-professional, while the present movement is still
going on with increasing drives? And why is there still a need for an
institutional discipline of sociology when in fact sociological
practices were not without expression in China?
Sociology's Differing Fate in Different Environment— 1956-7 and
1979 compared
If we compared the 1956-7 and the 1979 attempts it may be
noticed that they are very similar. There is a great overlap of the
popularizers and supporters to the two occasions. fhe list of
president and vice-presidents of the CSRA will bear this fact out.
Many of them are sociologists who had been criticized for their
advocating the bourgeois discipline in 1956—7. Also, their expressed
views regarding the relationship between historical materialism and
sociology, the usefulness of the discipline to the building of
socialism and etc, are more or less the same, except that the recent
effort also stressed the mistaken policy towards sociology as a
result of the gang of four or whatever.(4) If this is the case, the
reason for the more favourable reception now must be sought elsewhere.
The most obvious difference between the two occasions seems to be
that in 1956-7, the initiation for the reinstitution came from the
sociologists themselves, but in 1979 the first voices heard were from
above. Hu Quiaomu, representing the ruling authority, made the first,
major speech. However, this observation makes thing too simple.
Considering the nature of Chinese politics, it did not seem likely
that the sociologists were without official consent before they
expounded their views. On the other hand, while there might be such
a difference between the two occasions, it still begs the question why
the discipline is now more acceptable to the official. It may help if
we examine the nature of the rejection of the 1956-7 attempt, and see
what has been changed now.
While the 1952 the abolition of sociology seemed more an
administrative measure (following the example of Soviet Russia), the
1957 rejection of the discipline also gave it a 'rightist' label.
Sociology was thereafter read as 'bourgeois sociology'. From various
accounts, the criticisms toward the effort to rebuilt it in 1956-7
were mainly three-fold: i. That the effort to rebuild it was really
a plot of the democratic-liberal movement propagating the bourgeois
order, and this was first obstrusive to the spread of Marxism-Leninism
and Mao's thought; second, altering the direction of the socialist
construction; and third, contending for power with the socialist
government. ii, That: the methods of the sociologists were basically
reactionary. They ignored class analysis, neglected the great achieve¬
ments ot the communist party since liberation, and thus posed doubt
on the State, iii. That sociology was by nature idealistic imperialis¬
tic, reformist and antagonistic to historical materialism. These
struck the deathblow to academic sociology. The nature of the criticism
seemed more a kind of struggle between two systems of thought resolved
by power and politics, rather than through intellectual discourse.
Arkush referring to the decline of sociology concluded that the
problem with the intellectual tradition of which Fei was a part was
not that it was inherently conservative, but that it was radical.(5)
Academic sociology, and its practitioners, were too connected with the
liberal-democratic movement which stood as a ready target inviting the
attack of the communist rule. On similar vein, Wong referred this to
the proximity between sociology and ideology and the potential challenge
of sociology to the legitimacy of the official interpretation of the
society. (6)
Perhaps the urgent demands for concrete investigations and
accurate information in the social sphere, for the rapid realisation
of the four modernisations are important factors in hastening the
acceptance of the discipline. While there was, as a matter of fact, the
same need to build or to modernise the socialist society in 1956-7 the
situation did not seem so urgent as it was after the social upheavals
and disorganisations caused by the cultural revolution. Marxism-
Leninism and Mao's Thought was still in the ascent by then. But the
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sense of crisis was much more evident sinee the 70's no matter in tl1e
realm of the state leadership and ideology (e.g. Maoism was reevaluated),
or in the more mundane level of things relating to the family and
marriages and etc. There was a turn to a more realistic perception
of the situations and a more pra matic policy to remedy the decadence.
Early as Max Weber, he had mentioned about a. tendency of routinization
of the charismatic s as time went 'by. He noted that there would be
secular decline in total. ideologies resulting from the shift from an
emphasis on substantive rationali ty (invo1_'Jing orientations toward
ultimate values) to functional. rationality (emphasizing on efficient
means to attain goals). (6) Mannheim similarly talked about the
relinquishment of utopias when total. doctrines were reduced to partial
pragmatic ones as society entered a somewhat superior form of
industrialism.(7) Such assertions were taken up by theorists such as
R. Aron, D. Bell and E. Shils to develop their thesis of the decline or
end of ideology. (8) They tried to argue that there were functional
needs that the society had to satisfy as it industrialised and these
needs made the way for the acceptance of a more pragmatic mind and the
reliquishment of a total ideology that bred idealistic and romantic wishes.
It cannot be said that China has reached a somewhat higher form
of industrialism. As a matter of tact, many of her sociologists were
unhesitant to point out that the level of productivity in China was
still very low (which prevent.ed her from enter. ing into a higher level
of socialism). But it is the. case that she is 'eading for a higher
level of industrialisation. Arid it seems that that aspiration requres
similar kind of pragmatic, or functional. rationality that overshadows
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the dominancy of a total ideology. Therefore, social investigation
in a more professional and institutional form, or sociology so under-
stood, is called upon to contribute to the modernisation of the
country. Then on the part of the intellectuals, they were ready to
respond to that call from above. And when academic sociology was to
be revived again, its supporters were quick. to point out that there was
a distance between politics and academics, and that to mix the two,
either by the politician or by the academician, was just mistaking.
And then we see no obvious connection between these participants with
the liberal-democratic movement Thich they once allied with, nor are
they involved with the underground democratic: movement that flourished
after the fall of the gang of four. The Chinese. sociologists are
satisfied to take up the role of an academician relinquishing any
political overtone so that they can cotn.tribute to the reconstruction of
the country.
Developing Sociology under Marxism in China
Then does it imply that there are serious problems, or even a
crisis, facing the guiding principle of t llh.e socialist society, i. e.
Marxism? Is it just like the fate of Confucianism at the turn of this
century? Birnbaum once explicated the conditions under which a crisis
appeared to a doctrine: In one case the possibilities of internal
development of a system exhaust tlhhemselves the system's categories
become incapable of transformation the discussion generated by the
system becomes scholastic, in the pejorative sense of the term. In
the other case the realities apprehended by the system in its
original form change, so much so that the categories are inapplicable
to new conditions(9) It is not within our scope to determine whether
there is a crisis in Marxism in China. It is a complicating matter
requiring still further investigation. But throughout our analysis,
if it has been clear, we are aware that the sphere of influence of the
state doctrine is being redefined in China. Its possibility of being
developed, enabling it to comprehend the reality and accommodate new
conditions, is emphasized. Yet its scientific status has not been
questioned and its guidance has not been renounced. Sociology is to
develop under this situation. How sociology and Marxism in China will
mix is still waited to be seen as it is vet an unsettled issue witness¬
ing divergent viewpoints.
Bottomore, after describing their possible relationships,
cautioned the attempts to portray Marxism as a distinctive system of
sociology as Marxism itself was far from being a homogeneous body of
thought: There is a major division between those who conceive of
Marxism as a philosophical world view, or a philosophy of history, and
those who conceive of it primarily as a general social science, or
sociology; but there are still many differences of opinion within each
of these broad conceptions...(10) Nevertheless, it can be noted of a
broad distinction in Marxist sociology between a structuralist concep¬
tion (stressing the scientific, deterministic elements in Marx's
thought) inspired by Althuss
most prominently found in the works of Lukacs and. the trankfuit
School. However, a third brand of Marxist sociology (if that term
can be used) can be noted also, which treated Marx's thought as a
party dogma. Sociology emerged in Russia as 'concrete research' under
the guidance of Marxism in the post-Stalin era. Concrete sociology was
defined as: an effort to obtain just enough systematic information on
which to base recommendation for policy and action, with little interest
in pursuing, through empirical research, the more theoretical implications
of what has been observed.(11) It was different, from empirical
sociology in that it did not take individual hypotheses derived from
theoretical systems (in Soviet case, from historical materialism) to
test them, but just to find out enough evidences to support them.
But the new sociology in China seems much more 'academic' than
its counterpart in Russia. Researches with the concerned problems of
the society are being stressed, just as was the case, in Russia in the
post Stalin era. However, the teaching of sociology in university and
the higher education system, the compilation of text-books, and the
publication of specialist journals for the sociological community, are
also being emphasized. And these require a more academic outlook than
just concrete research. In Russia, it was in the 70's, twenty years
after its emergence, that university departments and specialized
journals began to appear. It does not mean that sociology in China is
already an intellectual discipline in its fully developed form just
because of the existence of those institutional elements. But the
fact is that the existence of these elements requires the Chinese
sociologists to think of the special character of sociology. That is
to say it has a greater chance to develop into an academic discipline.
On the other hand the influence of the party doctrine might not be
so tight also. The criticism of doctrinalism, or using the doctrine of
historical materialism to label, is another factor for the revival of
sociology. The conception that historical materialism should be
developed paves the way for the studies of sociology. Sociological
investigations may help to develop, or even enrich, the system of
Marxism. This provides a possibility for more empirical studies rather
than mere concrete research. Then the old Chinese sociological tradition
is reviving. Although it would not appear again in its old form, it is
sure to contribute to the redevelopment, as we have seen. Also there
are signs that the Chinese sociology may be influenced by elements of
western sociology both through the lectures of the visiting scholars
and through its students abroad.
But this may not be pushed too far, or we may run into the same
conclusion as Couldner. Gouldner after examining the Soviet and
western sociology, commented: If I. had not misread the signs, there is
a basic shift impending on both sides of this great historical division.
As I have said some functionalists have in recent times manifested a
clear and open drift toward Marxism. Correspondingly, many Marxists,
in the Soviet bloc as elsewhere, manifest a growing attraction to
academic sociology, including functionalism and even Parsons himself.
The functionalist heirs of the Positivist tradition and the adherents
of Marxism are moving now, each towards the other, cautiously and
tentatively, to be sure, but moving nonetheless.(12) This comment
neglected one significant difference between two different societies
one pur all stic and the other monoli thic. (13) Sociology in. the West
developed in a somewhat: more puralistic society. When Marxist
elements are added into the functionalist system, it may just be for
the satisfaction of intellectual curiosity of a certain school of
scholars. The Marxist elements can similarly be mixed with other
schools of thought to become whatever Marxism it might be. The
point is that sociological studies, of different schools and traditions,
can exist for, and because of, different sectarian interests, not just
for a single goal set down by the state.
Sociology in China develops in a more monolithic environment.
Historical materialism is its official guiding principle. Chinese
sociology has to be a Marxist sociology. It has a mission to fulfil
in its capacity. It is just for meeting the need of socialist
modernisation that our cuntry currently is conducting sociological
research.(14) The Chinese sociologists are closely tied with the goal
of the society. Moreover, it should be noted that sociology was
developed in China again because the authority thought that it was
useful. To the extent that it can demonstrate its practical values, it
will be received with consent. And currently there is still a great
faith in it. Chinese sociology may fare well under this favourable
environment. In this way, it may lead one to conceive that, although
the sociologists work outside the state bureaucracy, they are not unlike
the traditional intellectuals in that they are closely tied to the polity.
Changes in the sociological community will surely result if the present
political arrangement changes.
Working Towards a Chinese Sociology
If a Chinese sociology is also the sociological investigation
of the Chinese society by the Chinese, the proceeding institutionaliza¬
tion of the discipline in China will be a promising basis for that
Chinese sociology. But there are more complicated issues concerning
problems in the indigenization of theoretical sociology. Are concepts
developed in western sociology applicable in China? If this is only
the question of substituting substantive content into concepts, the
problems will not be great. Collection of local data will be sufficient
to solve the case. But the issue also question whether sociological
concepts used to analyse western society can be used to understand
local reality. It, in fact, asks whether a 'science' of society is
possible. Things are even more complicated in China as Marxism is
the state doctrine— e.g. the question arises whether the concept of
'class' or 'stratification' should, or can, be used to analyse the
Chinese society. These issues are actually involving the efforts of
the Chinese sociologists in developing a system of Marxist sociology.
The task is still far from finished. The epistemological problems
about the nature of social science has not in fact been solved by the
Chinese sociologists. Yet they are eager to carry on the signification
process. And as they are constantly advocating the need that a Chinese
sociology should be developed.
But this is not an armchair theorising task. It is in the
actual practices, through conducting social researches with the concrete
reality, that a distinctive character may emerge. Actually if we
take note of the approach used to the understanding of social phenomena
and life in a community, we may appreciate a certain degree of unique¬
ness (despite the fact that there are other weaknesses in the. approach).
In contrast to the western social studies which are increasingly complex,
statistical and econometrical (of course, this is referring to a part
of the western traditions only), the Chinese approach is much more
'understandable'. Efforts are spent to make use of different sources
of data including direct observations, survey data, official records,
newspaper accounts, conversations, etc., to make out a meaningful
story of the community. A more qualitative, wholistic and humanistic
approach seems evident.(15)
Sociology was a western product when it was first introduced
into China at the turn of the century. It went through a process of
sinific.ation in the 30' s and 40' s. Sun Ben-wen, one of the central
figures of the then Chinese Sociological Society, summed up the aim of
the Society as furthering the development of Chinese Sociology so
that it can make contributions to the nation and secure a position in
international academic, circle. (16) Sociology was still largely a
western product when it was again introduced in 197 9. The urge to
sinification was equally Intense. But this time there is a much
stronger Marxist tradition.(17) And there is a Chinese sociological
tradition which is an inheritance of the sinification effort during
the pre-1949 period. How these traditions, together with others (e.g.
the traditional .intellectual tradition which was characterised by the
close connection with the polity, and the concern with pragmatic and
instrumental knowledges), are to be selected, assimilated and accommodated
to achieve the understanding of the Chinese reality is a great and
difficult task that faces the practitioners of the Chinese sociology.
It still has to be waited to see what will come out of the efforts.
We have come a Long way now although it is still at the beginning
of the process of institutionalization of sociology in China. Sociology
has been growing and changing vigorously and rapidly since its reappear¬
ance in 1979. To conclude our work, may it just be said that not even
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RMJB 30681) and Wang Kang 1982, p.2).
15. Wang Kang 1983.
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D. Chu (ed) 1983.
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Wang Kang
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department in another of Tieniin's university— the Nankai
University Branch.
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a comparative study of small towns in Fujian province
a study of social and economic changes in an industrial
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a review of some American introductory textbooks on sociology
the concept of the family in early Utopian socialists
on the treatment of Chinese sociology in 1957
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NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
1. Shils 1970, d.279.
2. Shils 1970, P. 280..
3. Merton 1959. Social Conflict over Styles of Sociological Works,
in Curitis Petras (eds) 1970.
4. see Chen. So 1983 for a detailed comparison between the two occasions.
5. Arkush 1981, p.275.
6. see Gerth, H.H. Mills, C.W. (eds) 1946. From Max WTeber: Essays in
Socioloev.
7. Mannheim. K. 1929. Ideology 6 Utopia (transl. by Wirth, L. 6 Shils, E.
1949, New York: Harcourt Brace.).
8. For example: Aron, R. 1955. Nations and Ideologies, Ecounter 4, 23-
-33; and 1967. The End of Ideology and the Renaissance of Ideas,
in The Industrial Society, New York: Praeger; Bells, D. 1973. The
Coming of Post-industrial Society, NewYork: Basic Books; Shils, E.
1955. The End of Ideology, Ecounter 5, 52-58; and his other
essays in The Intellectuals and the Powers and Other Essays, Chicago:
U. of Chicago Press (1955).
9. Birnbaum, M, 191, 0.95.
10. Bottomore, 1MB. 1975, p.65.
11. Quoted in Siinirenko, A. (ed) 1967. Soviet Sociology, p.22.
12. Gou 1-dner 1979, p. 4 49. q uoted in Simirenko 1973.
13. se e Simir e nko 1973.
14. Wang Kang 1980. One Year after the Restoration of Sociology in
China, The American Sociologist 15, 186-9..
NOTES TO CHAPTER' TV
15. see Rossi 1985.
16. quoted in Wong 1979, p.21.
17. The existence of two traditions of sociology in China now is also
recognised bv some of the practitioners of the discipline in China.
e.g. Pane Shui:i ( 蘇 樹 - 奇 ： 1 981. ’ ’ 餘 遽 錄 管 冒 彳 巧 猶 (on the
status of theoretical sociology). (an unpublished article).
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